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SETS, GENERAL WORKS and HISTORIES 
 
1. ADCOCK, St. John (ed).  Wonderful London.  3 vols, [1926-27], pp viii, 384; [viii], 385-768; [viii], 769-
1152, colour frontis’s (vol 1 creased), many illus in sepia, folding map, 4to, eps little spotted, slight wear round 
extremities,                £35 
 
2. BARKER, Felix & Peter Jackson.  London  2000 Years of A City and its People.  1974, [vi], 379pp, many 
illus incl colour, 4to, BCA ed (differs only in imprint), dw VG,             £20 
 
3. BICKHAM, George.  Deliciae Britannicae; or, the Curiosities of Kensington, Hampton Court, and Windsor 
Castle, Delineated; with Occasional Reflctions [sic].  [1755?], ‘Second Edition, with Additions’, viii (title, 
Preface), 184pp, 6 engravings by Bickham (3 of artists, 3 handsome bird’s eye views of the palaces, all within 
rococo borders), 4 engraved plans, by E. Owen and George Bickham, cont. sheep, spine gilt in compartments 
with label, upper joint little rubbed, indentation in upper margin of last c. 60pp just touching a few headlines, 3 
plates lightly browned, ESTC T65424,        £150 
~ Room-by-room guides to the three buildings with much information on the contents, art collections, etc.      
 
4. BOYS, Thomas Shotter.  Original Views of London As It Is.  1954 facsimile reprint of 1842 original, 2 vols 
bound in one, letterpress by Charles Ollier (original edition) & James Laver, 26 offset litho colour plates from 
the Guildhall copy, Guildford, Charles Traylen, folio, later full blue morocco, spine label, handsome production,  
~ The trade edition bound up.          £125                             
 
5. BRAYLEY, Edward Wedlake.  Londiniana: or, Reminiscences of the British Metropolis.  4 vols 1829, pp 
xxiv, 304; xx, 312; xx, 344; xx, 354, 103 plates & maps, Hurst, Chance & Co, small 8vo, cont. half calf, spine 
labels, teg, vol 1 lacks half title, Adams 155,        £190 
~ The set sold in cat 8 had an advert leaf at the end, not present here and not called for by Adams,   
       
6. DODSLEY, R. and J. (pub).  London and Its Environs Described. Containing an Account of Whatever is Most 
Remarkable for Grandeur, Elegance, Curiosity or Use, in the City and in the Country Twenty Miles Round It.    
6 volumes 1761, pp xii (half title, title, dedication, [vi]-xi] Preface, [i], 344; [iv] (half title, title), 352; [iv], 328; 
[iv], 355; [iv], 348; [iv], 371, [1], [373]-376 directions to binder; 2 maps (Environs with outline hand colouring) 
and 79 copper engraved plates by various engravers after Samuel Wale, R. and J. Dodsley, cont calf, labels 
sympathetically renewed, few spine ends repaired, splits in 2 joints but holding tight and generally a nice set,    
~ Adams 41, ‘An unsurpassed guide to the appearance of mid-eighteenth century London.’ The first guide to contain 
descriptions of the contents of the country seats, which probably helped to sell the work to the owners.   £495 
 
7. E[VELYN], J[ohn].  The Charters of the City of London, Which have been Granted by the Kings and Queens 
of England, since the Conquest.  2nd edition 1745, title, pp [iii]-vi dedication, 1–269 Charters, [i-ix] index, [i-iv] 
appendix, Arms of the City on p1, for J. Hodges, 12mo, cont. calf, spine elaborately gilt, label, upper hinge 
cracking but tight, extremities worn, a nice copy, ESTC T153841 (calling for a plate, ie the engraving of the 
City’s Arms),   ~ ‘Taken Verbatim out of the Records, exactly translated into English, with Notes explaining ancient Words 
and Terms, and the Parliamentary Confirmation, by K. William and Q. Mary. To which is annexed, the Charter of the 
fifteenth of his present Majesty, and an Abstract of the Arguings in the Case of the Quo Warranto.’ (title). A reissue of the 1st 
ed of 1738 with cancel title, shorter dedication & index & extra 2pp appendix.        £90 
 
8. [HATTON, Edward].  A New View of London; Or, an Ample Account of That City, in Two Volumes, Or 
Eight Sections.  2 vols 1708, pp [xxxii], xlii, 1-352; [ii], 353-824; frontis’s (folding in vol 2), 2 maps, folding 
plate, for R. Chiswell, A. & J. Churchill, T. Herne, J. Nicholson and R. Knaplock, (vol 2: for John Nicholson … 
and Robert Knaplock), single page ‘The Oath of Every Free-man of the City of London’, black letter, City arms 
(cropped at head, lacking imprint) ?1722, ?ESTC N40531 (Sovereign Lord King George) pasted in on front free 
ep, cont. panelled calf, recently rebacked, labels, paper rather browned (as often with this work), one page with 
tear (no loss), small stain on one page causing loss of a few letters, few early marginalia, ESTC T43042, Upcott 
617,    ~ Hatton’s eight sections are: Names of the Streets; the Churches; the Companies; the Queen’s Palaces, Eminent 
Houses, &c. of the Nobility; Colleges, Libraries, etc; Hospitals, Prisons, Work-Houses, etc; Fountains, Bridges, Conduits, 
Ferries, Docks; An Account of About 90 Publick Statues. The best guide to contemporary London until Dodsley’s ‘London 
and Its Environs’ about 50 years after this.        £600 
 
9. HOBHOUSE, Hermione.  Lost London A Century of Demolition and Decay.  1971, [vi], 250pp, many illus, 
4to, dw with extremities worn & faded spine, good,   ~ The best book on the subject. ‘… I have tried to compile a 
representative selection without any major omissions.’ (Acknowledgements).         £25 



10. HUGHSON, David (pseud. David Pugh).  Walks Through London, Including Westminster and the Borough 
of Southwark, with the Surrounding Suburbs.  2 vols 1817, pp xiv (title, Preface, List of Woodcuts, Directions to 
the Binder, Table of References), 190; ii (title), 191-414, [6] index, addenda; 12mo ed, folding map (Howgego 
270), 96 copper engravings, 24 woodcuts in text, for Sherwood, Neely & Jones, cont calf rebacked, spines gilt 
with labels, corners worn, few small areas of leather lacking from upper cover of vol 1, Adams 121,    £180 
~ Adams calls for Howgego 243b as the map in the 12mo ed but this map is quite definitely Howgego 270 ie that for the 8vo 
ed. The text and plates are the same in both formats. This copy conforms to Adams in that it has the unlisted plate of Fitzroy 
Square ‘sometimes to be found’ but not the Somerset House plate ‘not included in any copy seen’. A dozen or so plates show 
the routes, with a vignette on each of a notable building, and the rest show what will be seen on the way. The woodcuts show 
mostly architectural details.       
 
11. JACKSON, Peter.  George Scharf’s London  Sketches and Watercolours of a Changing City, 1820–50.  
1987, [vi], 154pp, profusely illus, 4to, dw VG,            £15 
 
12. JACKSON, Peter.  Old London Reconstructed.  [1998], four colour illustrations of London scenes by 
Jackson with accompanying explanatory sheets with keys, Guildhall library exhibition, oblong folio, card folder, 
fine,   ~ Charing Cross 1830; Old London Bridge 1600; Palace of Westminster 1530; Palace of Westminster 1680.     £30 
 
13. JOHNSON, David J.  Southwark and the City.  1969, xiv, 441pp, frontis, plates, some folding, OUP for the 
Corporation of London, dw with spine slightly faded but about VG,        £24 
 
LONDON TOPOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY  
 
14. ~ GENERAL REPORT and Handbook to Views and Maps Published by the Society 1880-1887.  1896, 
41pp, printed wrappers, Topographical Society of London, spine rather worn, wrappers dusty, scarce,    £35 
~ 10pp Report, accounts, etc. with discussion of the Wyngaerde, Visscher & Hoefnagel publications. Marks a new start for 
the Society, with the present name appearing on the upper wrapper.   
 
15. ~ LONDON Topographical Record Vols IV-X, XIII, XV, 1907-1931, all original quarter cloth, generally 
clean and tight, few with spines rather darkened,      EACH:    £25 
 
16. ~ LONDON Topographical Record Vols XVI, XX-XXI, XXV, 1932-85, all original quarter cloth, generally 
clean and tight, XVI lacks 2 leaves rules & prospectus,         EACH:     £20 
 
17. ~ LTS 30.  ORDISH, T.Fairman (ed).  Roads Out of London  Being Photographic Reprints Extracted from 
Ogilvy’s ‘Britannia,’ 1675, ….  1911, 9pp, 5 plates, folio, printed wrapper frayed, lower outer corner lost,    £30 
 
18. ~ LTS 27, 29 and 33.  Seven London Views by Deceased Artists; Seven More London Views by Deceased 
Artists; Seven Drawings of London Bridge by E.W. Cooke, 1910-11-13, 21 plates numbered consecutively, in 
folder for no. 29,  small lib stamps verso plates & folder, this with 2 inch tear along fold,      £50 
 
19. ~ LTS 59.  Drawings of Seven Views of the Inns of Court and Chancery from the Originals Belonging to the 
Society of Antiquaries of London.  1928, title, 7 views with letterpress, 2 sewn sections in folder, VG,    £40 
 
20. ~ LTS 70 & 71. Four Drawings by Philip Norman (- A Further Four Drawings …. ) 1936-37, contents page 
& 8 drawings by Norman loose in folder, ex lib, stamps on folder & plate margins,      £25  
  
21. ~ LTS 114. Langley and Belch.  New Map of London.  1971, large single sheet coloured map,     £20 
 
22. ~ LTS 159.  SAUNDERS, Anne and John Schofield (eds).  Tudor London: A Map and a View.  2001, vi, 
57pp, illus, incl fold-out in rear wallet, 4to, wrappers, fine,   ~ Now o.p.          £12  
 
23. NOORTHOUCK, John.  A New History of London, Including Westminster and Southwark. To Which is 
Added, A General Survey of the Whole; Describing the Public Buildings, Late Improvements, &c.  1773, pp [iv] 
title, dedication, viii Preface, [iv] contents, 902, [42] index, errata, directions to binder, 42 copper engraved 
views incl. 17 ward maps & maps of London and Westminster and of the Environs, these two with outline hand 
colouring,  R. Baldwin, 4to, cont. calf neatly rebacked, new spine gilt, original label laid down, closed tear into 
text in one leaf, no loss, repaired tear into Evelyn’s Plan for Rebuilding 1666, unrepaired tear with very small 
loss to centre of Plan of London and Westminster, 4pp with light brown splash stains not obscuring text, Adams 
51, Upcott 638,    ~ Noorthouck attempts to improve on Maitland and others who, he implies, copied from Stow with much 



padding. Rubinstein in his ‘Historians of London’ writes: ‘Noorthouck’s book is heavy and unwieldy, but I like it. It is well 
authenticated and easy to read.’           £750 
 
24. PARTINGTON, C.F.  National History and Views of London and Its Environs; Embracing their Antiquities 
Modern Improvements, &c., &c.  2 vols, 1834-35, pp viii, [2] advertisement, 208; viii, 216, frontis’s (foxed), 
vignette titles, 58, 55 steel engraved plates, Alan Bell and Co., (vol 2 Simpkin Marshall), cont. half morocco, 
spines gilt, aeg, slight wear, lacks map, some foxing to text but plates clean, Adams 177,   £150 
~ ‘… undoubtedly the largest collection of London views to be issued in volume form; in all, 670 subjects engraved on 115 
plates’. The small size of the images means that often only part of the building is shown but the quality of engraving is 
excellent with its sense of openness and perspective.       
    
25. PHILLIPS, R. (publ).  The Picture of London for 1802; Being A Correct Guide to All the Curiosities, 
Amusements, Exhibitions, Public Establishments, and Remarkable Objects, in and near London. 1802, title, pp 
3-5 preface, [vi]-xvi index, 1-312, 1-103 Picture, [1] advert, frontis & 3 plates, 2 folding maps (Environs of 
London, London; Howgego 228, 226), 12mo, for R. Phillips, ex Guildhall lib, lib buckram, stamps, some light 
damp staining to upper margins in places, Environs map torn and repaired with archival tape,        £90 
~ Collation differs slightly from Adams 85 (he may have used the 1803 ed), but complete. First issue of an annual guide book 
with a great deal of valuable information on everyday contemporary life.      
 
26. REDDAWAY, T.F.  The Rebuilding of London After the Great Fire.  1940, 333pp, plates, 2 folding plans, 
head of spine very slightly worn, a tight copy, front panel of dw pasted to rear pastedown,     £15 
 
27. SARRETT, H.J.  Tegg and Castleman’s New Picture of London for 1803-04, or, A Guide Through the 
Immense Metropolis.  [1803], iv, 250pp, frontis + 4 plates, folding map, Tegg and Castleman, uncut, original 
boards, printed paper spine, wear and chipping but only quite small losses to print, tears in 2 leaves, one long, 1" 
wide strips of green paper pasted to boards along joints, Adams 86, map Howgego 230 (1),      £90   
 
28. SMITH, John Thomas.  The Antiquities of Westminster; The Old Palace; St. Stephen’s Chapel &c. &c. &c. 
…. A New Edition, with Additional Illustrations; and an Index.  2nd edition 1837, title, Advertisement, pp [iii]-xv 
Preface, xvii-xix List of Plates, [1]-272 An Account, &c., [277]-278 Index; 122 plates in a variety of media, 11 
hand coloured, large 4to, J.B. Nichols & Son, slightly later half calf, spine gilt, front joint sympathetically 
renewed, new labels, a clean crisp copy, Adams 98, Abbey 210,       £560 
~ An important book: the 14thC. paintings, sculpture and glass in St. Stephen’s Chapel recorded by Smith had been 
uncovered in some renovations & were being destroyed as Smith was working. The book is the main source of information 
for the appearance of the Palace of Westminster before the 1834 fire, and Smith also recorded some of the buildings in the 
Abbey precincts & other parts now lost. Technically the book is unusual for the range of illustrative techniques used; these 
include etching, aquatint, mezzotint, woodcut and one lithograph. In the first edition 12 plates are hand coloured; this edition 
has 11 (Adams says none at all) and plate 74, Foundation Plan of the Antient Palace of Westminster, has an area of hand 
colouring added to show the extent of the 1834 fire. In all there are 22 more plates than in the first edition.      
 
29. STRAND MAGAZINE.  A Great New Survey of London.  14 parts (of more) issued as supplements to the 
magazine, 1946-48, each 4pp folded, pictorial covers, map inside, all drawn in colour and lettered by J.P. Sayer, 
~ VGC. Each issue covers an area of the West End. Numbers 1-7, 9, the rest unnumbered. A fine but forgotten illustrator.£40   
 
SURVEY OF LONDON 
 
30. ~ Vol III. Parish of St. Giles-in the-Fields (Part 1) Lincoln’s Inn Fields.  1912, xix, 135pp, 98 plates incl 
folding plan frontis & folding map, 4to, wrappers,             £50 
 
31. ~ Vol VII. The Parish of Chelsea (Part III).  1921, xv, 91pp, 88 plates, 4to, wrappers, spine little worn,   £55  
~ Chelsea Old Church.                 
 
32. ~ Vol IX. The Parish of St. Helen, Bishopsgate (Part I).  1924, xv, 99pp, colour frontis, 123 plates, 4to, 
wrappers, spine and edges lightly spotted,             £50  
 
33. ~ Vols X, XIII, & XIV. The Parish of St. Margaret, Westminster, Parts I, II (Neighbourhood of Whitehall, 
Vol I), Part III (Neighbourhood of Whitehall, Vol II).  1926-30-31, pp xvii, 159; xxii, 280; xxiv, 183; frontis’s, 
plans, 134 + 118 + 158 plates, 4to, later buckram, spines lettered in black, original wrappers (mounted) bound in, 
ex Quatuor Coronati Lodge library, few small stamps, internally clean and tight,     £100 
 
34. ~ Vol X. The Parish of St. Margaret, Westminster, Part 1.  1926, xvii, 159pp, folding plan frontis, 134 plates, 
4to,  wrappers, spine slightly darkened and worn with small loss at foot,       £40 



35. ~ Vol XI. The Parish of Chelsea (Part IV).  1927, xvii, 133pp, frontis, 102 plates, 4to, wrappers,   £50  
 
36. ~ Vol XII.  The Parish of All Hallows Barking Part 1.  1929, xvi, 100pp, frontis, 90 plates, 4to, wrappers, 
little worn,                £40 
 
37. ~ Vol XIII. The Parish of St. Margaret, Westminster Part II. (Neighbourhood of Whitehall, Vol I).  1930, 
xxii, 280pp, frontis, 118 plates, 4to, cloth, light foxing at ends, spine little faded,      £45 
 
38. ~ Vol XV. The Parish of All Hallows Barking (Part II).  1934, xviii, 130pp, frontis, plan, 120 plates, 4to, 
cloth, ex lib, few marks etc, spine faded,           £40  
 
39. ~ Vol XVII. The Village of Highgate (The Parish of St. Pancras, Part I).  1936, xix, 170pp, frontis, 119 
plates, 4to, 219/700 copies, cloth, dw frayed with tears to spine,       £55 
 
40. ~ Vol XVIII. The Strand (The Parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Part II).  1937, xxii, 163pp, frontis, 111 
plates, colour plan, 59/700 copies, 4to, cloth, spine ends little faded,          £50 
 
41. ~ Vol XX. Trafalgar Square and Neighbourhood (The Parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, Part III).  1940, xxi, 
147pp, colour frontis & 3 colour plates, 110 b/w plates, 691/700 copies, 4to, wrappers, spine little worn,   £50 
 
42. ~ Vol XXII.  Bankside  The Parishes of St. Saviour and Christchurch Southwark.  1950, xx, 152pp, frontis, 
92 plates, folding map, 4to, wrappers, little worn,             £50 
 
43. ~ Vol XXV. St. George’s Fields (The Parishes of St. George the Martyr Southwark and St. Mary 
Newington).  1955, xviii, 150pp, folding map, 92 plates, 4to, spine little faded, no dw,        £50 
 
44. ~ Vol XXVII. Spitalfields and Mile End New Town.  1957, xvii, 348pp, colour frontis, 108 plates, folding 
map in rear flap, 4to, bright, no dw,             £80 
 
45. ~ Vol XXVIII.  Parish of Hackney (Part 1) Brooke House a monograph.  1960, xi, 90pp, col frontis, 41 
plates, plan, 4to, cloth, no dw,              £40 
 
46. ~ Vols XXXI & XXXII. The Parish of St. James Westminster Part Two: North of Piccadilly.  1963, xi, 
337pp, xix, 339-648pp, colour frontis’s, plates, map in rear flap, 4to, dws fine,       £90 
 
47. ~ Vols XXXIII & XXXIV. The Parish of St. Anne Soho.  1966, pp xiii, 338; xvi, 339 – 599, colour frontis’s, 
plates, map in rear flap, 4to, dws little worn, no sc,            £95 
 
48. ~ Vol XXXV. The Theatre Royal Drury Lane and The Royal Opera House Covent Garden.  1970, xv, 132pp, 
colour frontis, plates, 4to, dw little worn, about VG,            £30 
 
49. ~ Vol XXXVI.  The Parish of St. Paul Covent Garden.  1970, xx, 388pp, colour frontis, plates, maps in rear 
flap, 4to, dw worn, spine darkened and stained,           £50  
 
50. ~ Vol XXXVII. Northern Kensington.  1973, xxii, 415pp, frontis, plates, map in end flap, 4to, lacks dw,  £50 
 
51. ~ Vol XXXIX. The Grosvenor Estate in Mayfair  Part 1 General History.  1977, xvi, 236pp, colour frontis, 
plates, 2 plans in rear flap, 4to, dw a little worn with head of spine frayed,       £50  
 
52. ~ Vol XLI.  Southern Kensington: Brompton.  1983, xviii, 318pp, col frontis, plates, map in end wallet, 4to, 
dw worn & with spine faded,             £35 
 
53. ~ Monograph 1. ASHBEE, C.R.  The Trinity Hospital in Mile End: An Object Lesson in National History.  
1896, pp 36, [2] ads, plates, plans, some folding, armorial plates hand coloured, 4to, Guild & School of 
Handicraft, Essex House, wrappers,             £90 
 
54. ~ Monograph 5. MANN, Ernest A.  Brooke House, Hackney.  1904, 42pp, frontis etching by Jessie Godman, 
plates, plans, intro. By C.R. Ashbee, 4to, 289/350 copies, mostly uncut, Essex House Press, Campden, wrappers, 
yapp edges frayed,               £75 
 



55. ~ Monograph 7.   East Acton Manor House.  1921, 36pp, frontis, plates, plan, 4to, 500 copies, wrappers 
chipped, spine worn with loss at ends and along upper joint, water splash on upper cover, ex lib with bookplate 
& stamps in plate margins, later sc,            £30 
 
56. ~ Monograph 10.  GREEN, T. Frank.  Morden College, Blackheath.  1916, 73pp, 49 plates, 4to, 600 copies 
only, wrappers little worn at foot,              £60 
 
57. ~ Monograph 14. CHETTLE, George.  The Queen’s House, Greenwich.  124pp, colour frontis, 87 plates, 
4to, near fine copy,             £35 
 
58. ~ Monograph 15.  GODFREY, Walter H.  The Church of Saint Bride, Fleet St.  1944, xv, 154pp, plates, 400 
copies, 4to, wrappers, little wear and small loss to spine, ex lib stamp verso title only,      £45    
 
59. ~ Monograph 16.  GODFREY, Walter H., et al.  The College of Arms.  1963, xvi, 341pp, frontis, 44 plates, 
4to, neat repairs to spine ends, slight mark on upper cover,           £40 
 
60. ~ Monograph 17. County Hall.  1991, xviii, 151pp, colour frontis, plates, 4to, dw VG,     £30 
 
61. WALFORD, Edward.  Londoniana.  2 vols 1879, pp [viii], 312; iv, 314, [xvi] adverts, Hurst and Blackett, v. 
slight wear,  ~ Collection of Walford’s journalism from a variety of publications. Clandestine marriages in Mayfair, Ralph 
Aggas’ map, the Crace collection, Macaulay the Londoner, Modern Babylon, various buildings, institutions, walks, etc.   £50
               
62. WALFORD, Edward (ed).  Greater London: A Narrative of Its History, Its People, and Its Places.  2 vols in 1 
c. 1890,  pp xvi, 576; xv, 560, numerous wood engraved illus, folding colour map in pocket, Cassell & Co., 4to, 
blue cloth gilt with City arms, bright,   ~ The 2 volume supplement to ‘Old and New London’ covering the suburbs.   £60
     
 
DIRECTORIES   Listed chronologically. Local ones in next section.  
 
63. THE LONDON Directory of 1677. The Oldest Printed List of the Merchants and Bankers of London.  1878, 
xxii, [132] pp, 12mo, Chatto & Windus, cloth backed printed boards, little rubbed,        £45 
~ ‘Reprinted from the Exceedingly Rare Original’, with introduction discussing some of the more famous names.    
 
64. BALDWIN’S New Complete Guide to All Persons who Have Any Trade or Concern with The City of 
London, and Parts Adjacent.  1770, twelfth edition, [ii] (title, Contents), 273, [1],  for Richard Baldwin [et al], 
12mo, cont. marbled boards, rebacked in calf, new eps, this issue without the plate and map (1s 6d without, at 
foot of title), paper flaw in one leaf with loss of some letters, scarce, ESTC T21338 (BL only + 3 in US), housed 
in quarter morocco drop-back box, Goss p53, Atkins 0161,       £300 
 ~ Previously published as ‘A Complete Guide ....’; Baldwin took it over for the 11th ed of 1768. Lists names of streets, the 
Companies, ‘Names and Places of Abode of the most eminent Merchants and Traders’, coasting vessels, stage coaches, rates 
for Carmen, Post, Lord Mayor & aldermen, Directors of the Bank of England, South Sea Co., etc, etc.  
 
65. POST OFFICE LONDON DIRECTORY. The June Edition of the Post Office London Directory, 1846. 1994 
facsimile reprint, 792pp, folding map, printed wrappers, VG,         £25 
 
66. THE LONDON and Provincial Medical Directory. 1850.  pp [xxiv] adverts, [xxiv], 576, 80, [4], John 
Churchill, spine slightly faded, nicks to joints and to head of lower joint and spine,    £150 
~ Pp 1-207 London doctors, medical schoools, colleges and other medical institutions. Churchill began  the London Medical 
Directory in 1845 but soon after (?1848) merged it with the Provincial Directory as here.     
 
67. POST OFFICE London Trades Directory 1890 (ie Vol II of the full directory only).  1890, pp [2], 1465-
2796, 292 adverts, small ink stain on spine, VG copy, Atkins 1889,  ~ Classified trades directory with other shorter 
sections.                £100 
 
68. THE CITY OF LONDON Directory for 1906.  1906, pp [6], 1197, [2] adverts, large folding coloured map 
(torn at folds), hinges weak, covers worn, ex Law Society lib, Atkins 3163, Hyde 208 (22),   ~ These directories 
are very seldom found with the map. The map shows parish and ward boundaries and was updated for every edition.     £160 
 
69. BUFF BOOK. Trade and Commercial Directory for London.  October 1924, 464pp, 4to, printed wrappers, 
hole punched at head for string, 4to, Business Telephone Directories Ltd., paper browning,     £60 
~ Classified business directory with address and tel no ie an early form of Yellow Pages. Apparently ran 1922-37.  



70. THE CITY DIRECTORY and Diary 1940.  Pp 144, [xii] adverts, diary, large folding map, little worn,     £20 
 
 
LOCAL INTEREST, AREAS and PARISHES 
 
71. BADDELEY, Sir J.J.  Cripplegate  One of the Twenty-Six Wards of the City of London.  1921, xix, 339pp, 
frontis, illus, For Private Circulation, 4to, teg, presentation copy,       £35 
~ Baddeley presented almost all copies to City notables or friends. In 1922 he issued a reprint limited to 350 copies.      
 
72. BAILEY, Nick.  Fitzrovia.  1981, 72pp, many illus, map, wrappers,  ~ Guide to the area.             £15 
 
73. [BLACKHEATH – SCHOOL].  Mrs. Edwards, Paragon, Black Heath. Ladies Instructed in Useful 
Attainments and Elegant Accomplishments.  Handbill [?1820s], list of subjects and fees, 8vo, italic type within 
elaborate greek key border, F. Warr, 2 Red Lion Passage, little creasing but VG, paper watermarked 1808,     £30 
 ~ F. Warr printer is listed at this address 1817-1832 (Todd, Directory Printers), although the typography looks earlier.   
 
74. [BLACKHEATH – SCHOOL].  Holland House Boarding School, Park Road, Blackheath.  Handbill [?1830], 
In this Establishment, Young Gentlemen are liberally Boarded, ...., Terms, etc. conjugate with 1830 ms letter 
from the Master to prospective parents, 2 pp, setting out the aims of the school, etc, addressed and sealed, tear in 
upper leaf into text with loss of margin, light staining (?ink), no printer,       £30 
~ ‘Each Young Gentleman to be provided with a Silver Spoon and Six Towels’.    
 
75. BOULTON, Jeremy.  Neighbourhood and Society A London Suburb in the Seventeenth Century.  1987,  xiii, 
329pp, maps, charts, CUP, dw little worn, marked, G+, paper browned,  ~ St. Saviour’s, Southwark.     £20 
     
76. BOWERS, Robert W.  Sketches of Southwark Old and New.  1902, [x], 544pp, frontis, numerous illus, some 
folding, plans, teg, Bowers Brothers, very slight wear,         £40 
 
77. BRETT-JAMES, Norman G.  The Story of Hendon Manor and Parish.  [1931], x, 164pp, frontis, illus, 
Hendon, author’s copy with his bookplate, ms note re Garrick on last page, few press cuttings and cut letter 
headings laid or pasted in, all the author’s, upper margin of last leaf cut away, front hinge weak,       £30 
 
78. BRETT-JAMES, Norman G.  Author’s bound volume of Hendon items: Some Extents and Surveys of 
Hendon, [?1936], pp 528-592, extract from LAMAS, 8 folding maps ‘Re-Drawn by N.G. Brett-James 1936’, 
printed wrapper; 2 Hendon exhibition catalogues 1931, 1932; letters from the Earl of Powis, few press cuttings 
pasted in, etc, buckram, spine & upper cover gilt lettered, author’s bookplate,         £45   
 
79. CASS, Frederick C.  East Barnet.  1885-1892, [iv], [3]-280pp, plates, folding pedigrees, Nichols and Sons 
for LAMAS, large 4to, cont half calf, rebacked in ?rexine, morocco spine labels, original pink front wrapper 
bound in, lacking rear wrapper, corners worn, published in parts,            £60 
 
80. CHANCELLOR, E. Beresford.  The Romance of Soho.  1931, xii, 276pp, frontis, plates, covers dusty,     £12   
 
81. CHELSEA A Hundred Years Ago.  Catalogue of an Exhibition of Water-Colour Drawings 1800-1820.  
1929, 26pp, plates, 4to, card covers, VG,    ~ Descriptions by Reginald Blunt.       £12 
 
82. [CHELSEA].  Group of documents concerning the purchase (1860) and termination (1878) of the lease of a 
tobacconist’s shop 167 Sloane St. by George Dibben – he is giving up the shop because of his health. Four 
indentures and other legal documents,          £30  
 
83. CITY OF LONDON Official Guide.  2nd edition [1956], 292pp, many illus, folding map, wrappers,     £10 
 
84. [CLAPHAM].  16 views of Clapham, mostly the Common, c. 1910?, ‘Frith’s Series’, by Stringer & Bird, 
oblong 8vo, recent cloth, upper cover laid down, slightly cockled, magazine illus of Crystal Palace untidily 
pasted to blank at end,             £15 
 
85. [CLARKE, Ebenezer].  The History of Walthamstow; Its Past, Present and Future.  1861, viii, 115pp, colour 
litho frontis, colour map, Joseph Shillinglaw, Walthamstow, embossed and gilt limp cloth covers, spotting & 
browning as usual with this work, rebacked,   ~ Scarce. Includes a local directory at end.     £75 
 



86. COMPTON, Theodore.  Recollections of Tottenham Friends and the Forster Family.  1893, pp [vii], 74, [vi] 
postscript, adverts, 4pp Appendix & 12pp Additions and Corrections both inserted loose, presentation copy from 
author,                 £30 
 
87. CRUDEN, Robert Peirce.  The History of Gravesend in the County of Kent and of the Port of London.  1843, 
[vii], 569, [1] corrigenda, wood or steel engraved plates, text engravings, plans, tall 8vo, William Pickering, 
cont. full calf, spine richly gilt, labels, gilt border to cover, very small wear at head, one corner bumped,  £150 
~ Issued without a contents page, rather oddly (especially from Pickering), but with a full index.   
 
88. DESEBROCK, Jean.  The Book of Bond Street Old and New.  1978, [viii], 165pp, map frontis, illus, 4to, 
rexine, dw Fine, includes lists of Bond St. occupants in 1811, 1840, 1886, 1911, 1938 and 1978,     £10 
 
89. DORKING Official Guide.  11th ed [1933], 96pp, many illus, folding map, pictorial card covers, staples 
rusting, inner 2pp loose with map, clean,                         £20
         
90. DRAPER, Warwick.  Chiswick.  1923, xix, 236pp, colour frontis, many plates, maps, map eps, tall 8vo, 
edges uncut, publisher’s quarter cloth with label,          £70  
 
91. DUNCAN, Leland L.  History of the Borough of Lewisham.  1908, xvi, 173pp, illus, with Annual Reports of 
the Lewisham Antiquarian Society 1902-07, For the Society, details of the Society’s publications at end, spine  
with ends little worn and little faded, 34pp 1960s history of church laid in loose,       £20 
 
92. FARMER, J.  The History of the Ancient Town, and Once Famous Abbbey, of Waltham, in the County of 
Essex, from the Foundation to the Present Time.  1735, pp [vii] title, dedication, iv Preface, [xi] List of 
Subscribers, Directions to the Binder, [1]-197 The History of Waltham Abbey, [1] blank, [10] part title and 
dedication, [1] blank, [201]-237 The History of Abbies, [1] blank, folding frontis and 8 plates, incl the very large 
folding plate of Copt Hall, For the author, cont calf, rebacked with new label, spine gilt in compartments, 4 extra 
C18th views tipped in (3 of the Abbey, 1 of later Copt Hall), early ms ink marginalia, pinhole worming and light 
water stain in upper margin affecting some headlines, ESTC T146481, Upcott 238,    £250  
~ According to a C19th note on the fep, the notes are copied from ‘Mr. Gough’s copy, preserved in the Bodleian library’, 
evidently Richard Gough, antiquary, 1735-1809.          
 
93. FAULKNER, T.  An Historical and Topographical Account of Fulham; Including the Hamlet of 
Hammersmith.  1813, pp xiv (title, Preface, Subscribers, Contents, List of Plates), [1]-478, engraved frontis and 
plates, folding map (small mark in blank area from repaired tear), by J. Tilling for T. Egerton [et al], cont. half 
calf, gilt to spine dull, upper joint with short closed split at head, corners worn, plates foxed and with light 
offsetting, Upcott 600,           £120  
 
94. HAMPSTEAD in the Thirties A Committed Decade.  1975 exhibition catalogue at the Camden Arts Centre, 
64pp, many illus, 4to, card covers, stapled, little wear,  ~ Art, architecture, politics, etc.                    £15
  
95. HIGHGATE ARCHWAY [toll ticket].  Highgate Archway. V. This Ticket clears passing and once 
repassing.  Undated (?first half 19thC) cut ticket 2½" x 1½" green paper, 29 6 in ink (date?), small hole,    £25 
~ Built in 1813. I am not sure if this ticket was for travelling up Archway Road or across the bridge.   
 
96. HILL, George.  The Electoral History of the Borough of Lambeth Since its Enfranchisement in 1832 with 
Portraits and Memoirs of its Representatives During 46 Years.  1879, viii, 224pp, 11 autotypes (or similar 
photographic process) showing MPs, public figures, ex Guildhall lib, stamps, clean tight copy, scarce,    £75 
 
97. [ISLINGTON BAZAAR].  Margetson & Hayward, Carpet and General Furnishings.  2 1856 engraved bill 
headings showing the Bazaar, made out to Mr. Wilkins, receipt,  ~ Somewhere in Upper St. but I think not there now. 
Margetson & Haywood occupied the entire premises. In P.O. directory 1855 but not 1848.         £25 
 
98. [ISLINGTON].  The Islington Vestry. A Parody.  Broadside, March 26, 1817, printed 2 columns one side, 
verse, 2 very small holes just touching text, very clean copy, unrecorded, not in Guildhall, COPAC, OCLC, etc.  
~ Anonymous verse satire on the actions of the vestry who built a Chapel of Ease in Holloway and vastly overspent. ‘Twas at 
the vestry call’d, at Islington, By gallant B-kn-m: Aloft in awful state The godlike hero sate Upon his wooden throne ...’. 
Nelson 1823 ed pp 104-107 refers to the affair and mentions this verse: ‘Vide ‘The Islington Vestry, a burlesque  ....’ £150 
 
99. JEFFERSON, E.F.E.  The Woolwich Story 1890-1965.  1971 reprint, pp [viii], 430, [xix] index, frontis, illus, 
rexine, no dw,                £15 



100. KELLY’S Directory of Hampstead and Child’s Hill.  1938, pp A92b, 546b, lacks map, cloth, some wear, 
upper cover marked, rear hinge weak,            £25 
 
101. [KINGSTON/SURBITON].  Welch, M. & E.  (pub).  Gems of Kingston, Surbiton & District. A Collection 
of Permanent Photographs.  [c1910?], [2], 16pp + 16 tipped-in plates from photos, green ink, wrappers, oblong 
8vo, Kingston,  ~ Not in Copac or Guildhall.           £22  
 
102. LATIMER, Dr. Arthur.  The Story of Highgate.  4th expanded ed 1937, [38]pp incl adverts, plates, 4to, 
wrappers, marginal tear,  ~ Several pages on the shops, with advertising.         £15 
 
103. LEFF, Vera and G.H. Blunden.  The Story of Tower Hamlets.  1967, 160pp, many illus, map, wrappers 
little worn,  ~ Long section at end on shops, businesses, etc. in the area.       £12 
 
104. LEFF, Vera and G.H. Blunden.  The Willesden Story.  [1965], [iv], 74pp, illus, card covers, VG,    £12  
 
105. LEWIS, Samuel.  Islington As It Was and As It Is.  1854, [ii], 86pp, frontis and 14 wood engraved plates, 
text illus, Compton arms on title, John Henry Jackson, small 8vo, cont. half morocco, spine gilt in compartments,  
scarce,               £85 
 
106. [LEYTON – SCHOOL].  Salway House, Leyton, Essex. 3 items: handbill, c.1850?, 4to, engraving of the 
school above, details of the school (principal Dr. Aldom) below, pink paper, little soiled; 1879 same engraving 
on same paper, ‘Examination Papers’ (upper cover?); single sheet list of teachers in purple ink, nd,    £30 
~ Founded c. 1832, in Leyton High Road.  
 
107. MILLER, Mervyn and A. Stuart Gray.  Hampstead Garden Suburb.  1992, xii, 276pp, illus, some colour, 
maps, plans, 4to, dw with short tear at head, else VG,         £15   
 
108. MORRELL, Rev. R. Conyers.  The Story of Agar Town.  [1935], 68pp, illus, cloth, wrappers bound in, 
signed by author, untidy tear in one margin,           £15 
 
109. MORRISS, Henry Fuller.  Bermondsey’s “Bit” in the Greatest War.  [1923], xii, 252pp, frontis, many 
plates, slight scattered foxing but a tight copy, lettering blind stamped on spine and covers, scarce,    £50 
~ Bermondsey’s factories, servicemen, civilian support, etc.  
 
110. [NEWINGTON BUTTS].  Some Collections towards a History of the Parish of St. Mary Newington or 
Newington Butts chiefly obtained during the months of July, Aug. & September 1894. by J. H. [?]Seallins.  c. 
108pp small 8vo ms written on a lined notebook, notes, observations, extracts, quoting numerous sources but 
some entries apparently personal knowledge, few newspaper cuttings pasted in, half morocco, spine gilt, dated at 
foot but not lettered, little worn,           £150 
 
111. [NEWSPAPER].  West London Chronicle.  36 issues, May 17th - December 27th 1946, each 6pp folded, 
generally clean & sound,   ~ A few issues with the same date and number but differing front pages.    £100 
 
112. [NORTHOLT].  West London Shooting Grounds.  [?1932], 20pp brochure, many illus, map, oblong 12mo, 
card covers, upper cover with window showing ‘World’s record heap of fired Cartridges’, staples rusted, all 
leaves loose,             £25  
 
113. OAK, Bernard H.  Mill Hill A History of Mill Hill in Its Environment.  1994, xiv, 362pp, illus, maps, 
Pentland Press, Durham, dw fine,            £12 
           
114. PARK, John James.  The Topography and Natural History of Hampstead, in the County of Middlesex.  
With an Appendix of Original Records.  1814, pp i-xxi title, dedication, To the Reader, Contents, List of Plates, 
Subscribers, 1-359 The Natural History, i-xxxix Appendix, Index; frontis & 9 plates, 2 folding pedigrees, folding 
map of the Parish, For White, Cochrane [et al], later marbled boards and spine, morocco label, aeg, 2 facing pp 
marked, Upcott 590,            £150  
 
115. PINKS, William J.  The History of Clerkenwell.  1881 2nd edition, with additions by the editor Edward J. 
Wood, pp xx, 800, large folding coloured map, frontis, many wood engraved plates & text illus, 4to, J.T. 
Pickburn, upper cover with elaborate gilt decoration, rebacked, original spine (gilt dull) laid down,  £150 
 



116. RICHARDSON, John.  A History of Camden Hampstead, Holborn, St. Pancras.  1999, 176pp, illus, maps, 
4to, dw VG+,              £10 
 
117. ROBINSON, William.  The History and Antiquities of the Parish of Edmonton, in the County of 
Middlesex; Comprising an Account of the Manors, the Church, and Southgate Chapel.  1819, pp [xiv] (half title, 
title, dedication, To the Reader, Contents, Directions to the Binder), 331; engraved plates, large folding coloured 
map, 2 plans (one folding), for the author, fine cont. half calf, spine gilt and blind decorated in compartments, 
label, extra illustrated with 12 views, interleaved throughout, Sir Henry Ellis’s copy with numerous notes, 
extracts etc. in his hand on the interleaves, some from personal observation, a few press extracts pasted in, a few 
signed or initialled by him, the last dated 1861,        £250 
~ The interleaves are watermarked 1826. Sir Henry Ellis (1777-1869), Keeper of Printed Books at the BM, writer on 
antiquities, etc. Ellis extra-illustrated at least two other works by Robinson and possibly all of them: Whitaker’s History of 
Enfield refers to such a copy and a slip in this volume cut from a Beeleigh Abbey catalogue offers for sale a copy of 
Tottenham expanded to 3 vols. According to a letter quoted in Abrahams, Robinson used material passed to him by Ellis for 
the second edition of his Tottenham.    
      
118. ROEBUCK, Janet.  Urban Development in 19th-Century London Lambeth, Battersea & Wandsworth 1838-
1888.  1979, xi, 211pp, plates, dw G+              £12 
 
119. SMITH, Sir Hubert Llewellyn.  The History of East London from Earliest Times to the End of the 
Eighteenth Century.  1939, xxxii, 308pp, frontis, plates, maps, map eps, bright, front panel of dw pasted to rear 
ep, fine copy, scarce,                 £70 
~ Llewellyn Smith was Director of the ‘New Survey of London Life and Labour’ published in 1935. 
 
120. SNOW, Len.  Willesden Past.  1994, xi, 132pp, many illus, dw fine,       £10 
 
121. [SOUTHWARK]. WATSON, J. (ed).  The Southwark Annual Diary and Handbook of Local Information 
1896.  192pp, decorative title, frontis, illus, Fredk. Shaw & Co., gilt dec. design on upper cover, front hinge 
weak, lacks map of parliamentary divisions,   ~ All these annuals follow the same format: almanac of ‘Interesting Local 
Events’, entries on all aspects of current Southwark life, politics, the churches, the poor, some historical, with a calendar at 
the end, interspersed with numerous adverts. Entries vary in length; eg the section on libraries grows from 2pp in 1896 to 
5pp in 1901, including details of the buildings, numbers of books owned and lent, etc. The striking upper cover designs vary 
annually. The series started in 1893 (1896 is the ‘fourth year of publication’) but I cannot establish when it ceased 
publication – the war perhaps? Very scarce: there are only 4 entries for any of these on COPAC: 3 single copies and one 
entry giving no details. There are no copies in the BL or Guildhall.           £40 
 
122. ~ another edition, 1897, pp 136, 56, colour printed frontis, illus, spine and borders of covers faded, lacks 
map,                 £40  
                                                               
123. ~ another edition, 1898, 192pp, frontis, illus, covers little marked,          £40 
 
124. ~ another edition, 1900, 208pp, folding frontis of the Terriss Theatre, illus,         £40 
 
125. ~ another edition, 1901, 213pp, frontis, illus, one folding, shaky, rear hinge weak,      £40 
 
126. ~ another edition, now The Southwark and Bermondsey Annual 1903.  224pp, folding frontis, illus, covers 
stained and damp affected,             £40 
 
127. ~ another edition, 1906, 280pp, frontis, illus, warped and damp affected round edges, corners worn,    £40   
 
128. STEINMAN, G. Steinman.  A History of Croydon.  1834, pp xxv, [1], 397, [1], frontis plan of Croydon 
Palace and grounds, attractive vignette chapter headpieces of views etc, Longman, Rees, Orme [et al], full cont 
calf, spine richly gilt in compartments, 7 stubs inserted during binding presumably for extra-illustration,    £80 
 
129. THOMPSON, F.M.L.  Hampstead Building a Borough 1650-1964.  1974, xi, 459pp, plates, maps, dw spine 
faded, light damp stain along lower edge of front board, little cockling to prelims,       £12 
~ ‘…the development of Hampstead as a study in urban history …’ – blurb.        
 
130. THOMPSON, F.M.L. (ed).  The Rise of Suburbia.  xii, 274pp, illus, maps, charts, Leicester UP, pencil 
notes on ffep, dw with spine faded, good,   ~ Four essays on Bromley, Acton and Ealing, Headingley, and Bexley.    £16   
 



131. THE TIMES. The City of London. A Book Reprinted from the Special Number of The Times.  1927, pp xii, 
231, xxxii adverts, frontis foxed, plates less so, illus, teg, two tone cloth, this faded, corners worn,      £20 
~ Essays on aspects of London history, life, etc. by a large team of notable writers on London.         
 
132. TOMLINSON, Edward Murray.  A History of the Minories London.  1922, ‘Cheaper edition’ (appears an 
unchanged reprint), xvi, 417pp, frontis, plates, spine faded, small nick at head of spine, mostly unopened,   £20 
 
133. TURNER, Fred.  History and Antiquities of Brentford.  1922, [xii], 227pp, frontis, many plates, 4to, quarter 
cloth, teg, others uncut, ‘Edition de Luxe’, no. 105 of 275 signed copies, upper corners bumped, internal crack 
but generally a bright copy (the white cloth of the spine is usually soiled),          £60 
 
134. VINCENT, W.T.  The Records of the Woolwich District.  [1888-90], 2 vols bound in 1, pp xlix, 380; xii, 
[381]-823, [1] Postscript, frontis’s, many plates & illus, cont half calf, spine gilt, label, little spotting, extremities 
worn, uncommon,               £100 
 
135. WALKER, George.  The History of a Little Town The Story of Billericay Essex.  1947, 122pp, frontis, 2 
plans, Chelmsford, presentation slip (not from author) tipped onto fep, dw good +,      £15 
 
136. [WILLESDEN].  Urban District Council of Willesden.  Standing Orders, [etc.].  1896, pp 38, 36, 39, 13, 
[2], 61, 14, 7, 7, 12, 18, 6, 6, Hendon, half calf, little worn, eps spotted,  ~ Standing Orders, Acts of Parliament, Bye-
Laws, Regulations. Planning, sewers, nuisances, dairies, lodging houses, tramways, etc.         £25 
 
137. WILSON, Ronald E.  Brown’s Estate in Southwark.  [1967], 75pp, frontis, plates, plans, Torquay, for the 
Company, folding pedigree bound upside down, scarce, not in Guildhall,  ~ ‘Brown’s Estate, in the parish of Christ 
Church, Southwark, lay astride Blackfriars Road.’ A private property-owning company.        £25
         
 
BUILDINGS, except CHURCHES 
 
138. CACUTT, Len.  The Old Sessions House Its Setting and its History.  1999, viii, 124pp, colour plates, illus, 
boards,  ~ The London Masonic Centre.           £12
   
139. DAVIES, Gerald S.  Charterhouse in London Monastery, Mansion, Hospital, School.  1922 2nd  impression, 
xix, 447pp, frontis, plates, head of spine snagged, covers unevenly faded,        £15 
~ With much on the monks and the Carthusian Order, including lengthy appendices. 
 
140. FOSTER, William.  The East India House Its History and Associations.  1924, x, 250pp, frontis, plates, 
edges foxed but a bright tight copy,           £15 
 
141. FOSTER, Peter and Edward Pyatt.  Bushy House.  1976, 33pp foolscap pamphlet, spine taped as issued, 
card covers, many illus, plans, National Physical Laboratory, covers marked & litle browned,     £15 
 
142. HOLBORN RESTAURANT.  Two 1955 sale catalogues (before demolition): The Contents, 120pp, 4 plates 
showing the large and elaborate interiors, with: Wines, Spirits, Cigars, 31pp, wrappers, ex lib, clean copies,   £30 
 
143. HOLMES, Sir Charles & C.H. Collins Baker.  The Making of the National Gallery 1824–1924.  1924, viii, 
82pp, frontis, illus, tall 8vo, For the Gallery, wrappers, spine little worn,       £10  
 
144. LIECHTENSTEIN, Princess Marie.  Holland House.  2 volumes 1874, pp xvii, [2], 289; xii, 255; 38 actual 
photographs mounted, steel engravings, lithos, wood engravings, large 4to, Macmillan & Co., large paper copies, 
publisher’s quarter morocco on cloth, elaborately gilt, teg, vol 1 prints removed from verso title leaving glue 
marks, ink inscription beside them, trace of damp staining in upper margins at ends of both vols, spines a little 
rubbed,    ~ Most (though not all) the photographs reproduce the same image as the steel engravings (almost all interior & 
exterior views of the house). The publisher’s binding is the same as that for the 8vo trade edition but enlarged with matching 
panels & decorations round the borders.           £180 
 
145. NOBLE, The Rev. Mark.  A History of the College of Arms, and the Lives of All the Kings, Heralds, and 
Pursuivants, from the Reign of Richard III, Founder of the College, Until the Present Time.  1804, pp [xvi] half 
title, title, dedication, Preface, Authorities, List of Subscribers, [1]-449, [i]-lxii Appendix, Index, [1] Directions 
to the binder, frontis + 3 plates, J. Debrett and T. Egerton, 4to, somewhat later half calf, sympathetically 



rebacked, original label laid down,                                                                                     £135
              
 146. PORT, M.H. (edits & contributes).  The Houses of Parliament.  1976, xxi, 347pp, colour frontis, many 
illus, some colour, 4to, Yale UP, dw near VG,            £45 
~ An account of the process of the construction of the building and its fittings, artwork etc. The frontis is a sample of the 
wallpaper design ‘Gothic Lily’ by Pugin and is hand-printed from the original wood blocks.  
 
147. ST. JOHN HOPE, Sir William.  The History of the London Charterhouse from Its Foundation until the 
Suppression of the Monastery.  1925, xi, 202pp, frontis, plates, folding plan, SPCK, 4to, scarce,     £80 
~ Chapters on the documentary history, water supply, building, priors, etc.   
 
148. SHOOTERS-HILL Castle and Its Origin: a Narrative of the Capture, A.D. 1755, of Sevandroog.  1869, 
19pp pamphlet, wood engraved frontis, plate, text illus, Greenwich, printed wrappers worn and split down spine, 
sewing broken, eps foxed,   ~ A folly built by the widow of Sir William James, who captured the castle in Malabar.    £30 
 
149. THORLEY’S SPICE MILLS and Offices, Thornhill Bridge, King’s Cross.  Colour printed engraving of the 
premises, Regent’s Canal in the foreground, barges unloading, large warehouse/factory, carts in the yard, 1867 
printed on slip pasted to margin, Read & Co. Color (sic) Printers, 7" x 5¾", clean copy,      £35 
~ Read & Co. at the address given (10 Johnson’s Court) until 1867. Publicity material? Magazine insert?  
 
150. TRELOAR, W.P.  Ludgate Hill: Past and Present.  1892, 2nd ed, 144pp, frontis, wood engr plates, some 
foxing, lacks ffep,  ~ 2nd ed has extra chapter with statistics on the increase in traffic and the widening of Ludgate Hill.£15  
 
 
ARCHITECTURE, BRIDGES, ENGINEERING, PLANNING, DEVELOPERS 
 
151. ANCIENT MONUMENTS SOCIETY.  Transactions 1996-2010 (lacking 2009, ie 14 issues), all c. 120-
150pp, many illus, plans, card covers, VGC,            £50 
 
152. AYRES, James.  Building the Georgian City.  1998, vii, 280pp, illus, some colour, 4to, Yale UP for the 
Paul Mellon Centre, dw near fine,  ~ Discusses the various trades and other factors involved in Georgian building, from 
architect & builder through to painter, also the site, materials, etc.          £30 
 
153. BERRIDGE, Clive.  The Almshouses of London.  1987, x, 74pp, many photo illus by the author, some 
colour, oblong 8vo, dw VG,            £10 
 
154. BOLTON, Arthur T.  The Architecture of Robert & James Adam (1758-1794).  2 volumes, 1922, pp xvi, 
344; xiii, 361, 92, viii (indexes); frontis’s, one colour, many illus, folio, Country Life, ends little worn, ex lib, 
nos on spine, few stamps & other marks,         £225 
~ Standard work. Includes Topographical Index to the Adam drawings in the Soane Museum, of which Bolton was curator.  
  
155. [BRICK-MAKING]. An Act to Prevent Abuses in the Making of Bricks and Tiles, and to Ascertain the 
Dimensions Thereof, and to Prevent All Unlawful Combinations Amongst any Brickmakers or Tilemakers 
within Fifteen Miles of the City of London.  1725, 8pp folio, black letter, disbound,      £20 
~ Sets out standard dimensions for bricks and pantiles; also prevents abuses in brick-making.  
 
156. [PARTY WALLS]. An Act for the Regulation of Buildings and Party-Walls, and for Preventing Mischiefs 
by Fire, in London and Westminster; Passed in the 14th Year of George III.  1806, [iv] (half title, title), 66, [10] 
index, List of Surveyor’s Districts, Residences [with names] of District Surveyors, 3 plates (browned), 
Cambridge, for J. Taylor at the Architectural Library, small 8vo, ?later wrappers, cut close, browned, last leaf 
with 2 inch tear into text (no loss), corners of first and last leaves chipped/dog-eared, library label inside front 
wrapper, old lib stamp on cover, poor copy but scarce and highly informative on building regulations,    £80 
~ COPAC records several reprints of this important act but not this one, which is apparently the last. An important act: 
divided buildings into 7 classes; laid down detailed regulations for party walls and created the office of District Surveyor.    
 
157. BOOKER, John.  Temples of Mammon The Architecture of Banking.  1990, xviii, 361pp, many illus, 
Edinburgh UP, dw good+,   ~ Banks generally, though with many examples from London.      £15 
 



158. [BRIDGES].  County Bridges [cover title].  County of London Sketches of Bridges Over the Thames.  
[1903], pictorial title, preface, 23 plates from drawings by Howard Penton, tissue guards with descriptions of 
each bridge (architect, date, costs, etc.) by Charles Palmer, printed card wrappers litle worn but a VG copy,   £50  
 
159. BRITTON, J. & A. Pugin; W.H. Leeds (ed).  Illustrations of the Public Buildings of London; with 
Historical and Descriptive Accounts of Each Edifice.  2 vols 2nd expanded edition, 1838, pp xx, 375 [iii] index; 
iv, 405, [2] adverts; engraved and printed titles, 142 steel engraved plates (of 143, lacking the plan), John Weale, 
plates with some scattered foxing (as usual with this work), recent 2 tone cloth, cloth labels, Adams 146,     £150   
~ ‘It is indeed almost a Regency Pevsner.’ Adams, p347. Shows measured architectural drawings (plans, elevations, etc) as 
well as views of numerous buildings. Considerably scarcer than the first edition and substantially longer with more plates.    
     
160. [CITY].  The City of London  A Record of Destruction and Survival.  The Building Development of the 
City, Damage …. 1940-1945, and the Proposals for Reconstruction …. in the Final Report of the Planning 
Consultants C.H. Holden & W.G. Holford.  1951, 341pp, many plates, illus, colour folding plans, large 8vo, for 
the Corporation, dw with short tear, G+,  ~ History of the City, record of bomb damage & reconstruction proposals. £20 
 
161. [CITY].  Reconstruction in the City of London.  Report ….. on the Preliminary Draft Proposals.  1944, pp 
vi, 32, xxxiv, frontis (Hollar’s plan of the City after the Great Fire), many other folding plates, charts, etc, incl 
19thC. Improvement map, folio, two tone cloth, covers dust spotted, bit marked,      £14  
 
162. COLVIN, H.M. (general editor).  The History of the King’s Works Vols 1-6 + box of plans.  1963-63-75-
82-76-73, numerous plates, maps, plans, HMSO, large 8vo, dws little worn, few small sellotape repairs, dw to 
plan box marked along edge by tape, generally a clean tight set,     £360 
~ Volumes I-II Middle Ages, III-IV 1485-1660, V 1660-1782, VI 1782-1851, complete with 7 large folding plans in box. 
Account of all the buildings great or small built by the state nationally but many in London.    
 
163. CROSS, George.  Suffolk Punch  A Businessman’s Autobiography.  1939 2nd imp., 437pp, frontis, plates, 
some by Hanslip Fletcher, covers little worn and dusty round edges,  ~ Cross, hotelier & estate agent (whose methods 
would not be acceptable today) developed Edgware and subsequently Canon’s Park,        £25 
 
164. DALE, Antony.  James Wyatt Architect 1746-1813.  1936, [xi], 139pp, frontis, plates, Oxford, Basil 
Blackwell, minor marks on covers,            £30   
 
165. GIBB, Sir Alexander & Partners, Consulting Engineers.  Bowaters New Jetty at Thames Mill.  1954-57, 
large album of photographs recording the project, 28pp, mostly 2-3 8½" x 6½" photos to the page, ink captions, 
oblong folio scrap album, wrappers, rusty metal clip, 1954 4to publicity pamphlet for Gibb laid in loose,     £75   
 
166. HILL, Rosemary.  God’s Architect Pugin and the Building of Romantic Britain.  2007, xiii, 602pp, plates, 
some colour, list of his works at end, eps after Pugin wallpaper, dw fine,       £12 
 
167. HOBHOUSE, Hermione.  Thomas Cubitt  Master Builder.  1995 reprint, xxi, 568pp, plates, plans, dw fine, 
signed by author,              £50 
 
168. HOME, Gordon.  Old London Bridge.  1931, xviii, 382pp, frontis, many plates, plans, some folding, edges  
uncut, fine copy,   ~ Standard work with numerous well chosen illustrations.            £45 
 
169. HUNTER, Michael and Robert Thorne.  Change at Kings Cross from 1800 to the Present.  1990, 160pp, 
many illus, maps, 4to, dw fine,             £12 
~ Essays by various hands (the editors, Gavin Stamp, Gordon Biddle etc), on the history, architecture, develpment, etc.   
 
170. JENKINS, David (ed).  Norman Foster Works 1.  2002, 579pp, numerous illus, many folding, many colour, 
4to, plastic printed dw fine,          £100 
 
171. LCC.  London Housing.  1937, xii, 273pp, frontis, plates, house and estate plans, some folding, colour map 
in rear pocket,  ~ More than just a supplement to its predecessor of 1930; attempts a fuller account of the history of London 
municipal housing.              £35 
 
172. LCC.  Construction of Buildings in London.  1938, 237pp, diagrams, tall 8vo, ink annotation by owner 
Gordon Bowyer (architect), spine lettering worn,          £20 
 



173. [LONDON BRIDGE].  Corporation of London. Contract Document.  1967, [iv], 122pp, folio, cloth worn, 
light stains on upper cover, short tear at head of upper joint, little finger marking,      £40 
 
174. [LONDON UNDERGROUND].  Report from the Joint Committee of the House of Lords and .... Commons 
on London Underground Railways.  1901, xxv, 435pp, folding colour map showing 1901 underground lines and 
proposals, folio, HMSO, wrappers torn, tatty and defective, tears/loss (not of text) to corners of first 6 leaves, 
some dog-earing, poor copy but a substantial and informative report,      £130 
~ The Committee considered the various proposals for extensions and made detailed recommendations on routes and on the 
problems of owners/occupiers of affected buildings.  
 
175. OLIVER, Paul, Ian Davis and Ian Bentley.  Dunroamin The Suburban Semi and Its Enemies.  1981, 224pp, 
frontis, many illus, plans, 4to, dw VG,             £25 
~ Growth, values, influence of Modernism and of the media, imagery, private enterprise and council estates, etc.  
 
176. PEARCE, David.  London’s Mansions  The Palatial Houses of the Nobility.  1986, 224pp, frontis, many 
illus, 4to, dw good+,  ~ Historical account, profusely illustrated.         £30 
 
177. PEVSNER, N.  Matthew Digby Wyatt The First Cambridge Slade Professor of Fine Art.  1950, [ix], 44pp, 
plates, CUP, small 8vo, Pevsner’s inaugural lecture,          £12 
 
178. PORT, M.H.  Imperial London  Civil Government Building in London 1850–1915.  1995, 344pp, colour 
frontis, many plates, 4to, dw fine,            £35 
 
179. POWELL, Kenneth.  New London Architecture.  2001, 240pp, colour illus throughout, 4to, dw,   £20 
~ Sometimes critical account of then current architectural projects, some projected but not built.   
 
180. REILLY, Prof. C.H.  The Royal Academy Plan for Central London.  Article in The Studio magazine Feb. 
1943, pp 42-47, illus, 4to, wrappers,          £10   
 
181. RICHMOND SOCIETY.  The Richmond Riverside Development: An Appraisal.  1979, c. 30pp, A4 
duplicated typescript, many illus, plastic cover and clip,         £12   
 
182. SCHOFIELD, John.  Medieval London Houses.  1994, viii, 272pp, many illus, some colour, plans, 4to, 
Yale UP, dw near VG,               £35 
 
183. SCHOFIELD, John.  The Building of London  from the Conquest to the Great Fire.  1984, x, 190pp, frontis, 
many illus, maps, 4to, dw VG,           £12 
 
184. SHORT, Michael.  Windmills in Lambeth An Historical Survey.  1971, 96pp, many illus, maps, tall 4to, LB 
Lambeth, pictorial card covers, small red ink mark on one page, even smaller one inside cover,     £15 
 
185. SUMMERSON, John.  The London Building World of the Eighteen-Sixties.  1973, 60pp incl illus, Fifth 
Walter Neurath Memorial Lecture, dw VG,           £10 
 
186. TRAPPES-LOMAX, Michael.  Pugin A Mediaeval Victorian.  2nd impression 1933, viii, 358pp, frontis, 
plates, cocked, spine faded, worn & marked, part of dw stuck to rear ep,  ~ A.W.N. Pugin. 1st ed was 1932.    £15 
 
187. TRENCH, Sir Frederick William.  A Collection of Papers Relating to Thames Quay; With Hints for Some 
Further Improvements in the Metropolis.  1827, pp iv, iv, 176, folding frontis + 16 plates, some folding, some 
part hand coloured, Carpenter and Son, 4to, recent half calf over original boards, spine gilt in compartments with 
label, edges uncut, light marginal staining to a few plates but a nice copy,     £380 
~ Describes in detail Trench’s proposals for the Quay and the opposition to them. They were rejected at the time but later 
became the Thames Embankment. Also outlines his other proposals for improvements to York House, Westminster and a road 
straight from St. Paul’s to Hyde Park in conjunction with a new Royal Palace.      
 
188. WEBB, Sir Aston (ed).  London of the Future.  1921, 286pp, frontis, plates, 4to, for the London Society, 
little wear but bright,  ~ Articles on various aspects of London’s problems/developments by eg Blomfield, Adshead, 
Raymond Unwin, etc.             £40 
 
189. [WESTMINSTER BOULEVARD].  A Bill to Construct a New Street or Boulevard, from the New Palace 
Yard, near the Clock Tower of the Houses of Parliament, to Eaton Square, near Saint Peter’s Church.  1867-8, 



16pp folio folded, outer pages dusty, some tears at folds, sewing broken,   ~ Promoted by ‘The Westminster 
Boulevard Company (Limited)’. Not executed; this is not Victoria Street which was largely built by this date.    £25 
 
 
CHURCHES, ECCLESIOLOGY incl non-Christian 
 
190. BIRCH, George H.  London Churches of the XVIIth and XVIIIth Centuries.  A Selection of the Most 
Remarkable Buildings …. From the Designs of Inigo Jones, Sir Christopher Wren, Nicholas Hawksmoor and 
James Gibbs.  1896, xviii, 165pp, 64 plates reproduced from photos, many other illus in text, large folio, large 
plates well printed showing much detail very clearly, ex lib, good library quarter morocco, a presentable binding, 
stamps verso plates and in some letterpress margins,          £100 
 
191. BOGAN, Bernard.  The Great Link A History of St. George’s, Southwark 1786-1848-1948.  [1948], 345, 
[4]pp, frontis, plates, plan, dw chipped & faded, fading to spine ends where dw missing,      £10    
 
192. BRIGG, William (trans).  The Parish Registers of St Edmund the  King and Martyr, Lombard Street, 
London. 1670-1812.  1892, [iv], 151pp, Privately printed for the Transcriber, tall 8vo, ex lib, art vellum spine 
rather darkened,                £25   
 
193. [BROUGH, J.C.S.].   The Centenary of Regent Square One Hundred Years of a Presbyterian Congregation.  
[1927], 64pp, frontis, plates, presentation copy from author, spine very slightly faded,      £20 
 
194. [BULLOCK, Albert Edward].  Westminster Abbey and St. Margaret's Church.  1920, 2 vols in one, pp [10]; 
[8]; 70 + 82 phototype plates, J. Tiranti, folio, 400 copies only, ex lib, few ink stamps, small inconspicuous 
embossed blind stamps on plate margins, rebacked, orig. spine laid down, gilt worn, upper cover bowed & bit 
stained,   ~ The plates show architectural and sculptural details; Vol 1, Medieval and Later Gothic Monuments; Vol 2, 
Georgian and Adam. High quality reproductions show the images very clearly.         £70 
 
195. CALLENDER, Ann (ed).  Godly Mayfair.  1980, v, 43pp, illus, by the Grosvenor Chapel, dw fine,    £10 
~ Brief essays by various hands on the history of the Chapel & notable members of the Congregation.  
 
196. DARBY, Madge.  The First Hundred Years at St. Peter’s London Docks.  [1967], [v], 55pp, plates, by the 
church, card covers, owner’s stamp on cover and fep,         £15 
 
197. DOLLMAN, Francis T.  The Priory of St. Mary Overie, Southwark; Comprising I. The History; II. The 
Description; III. The Illustrations; of the Church and Conventual Buildings.  1881, viii, 63pp, 44 lithograph 
plates, some double page, title printed in red & black, For the author, folio, ex lib, stamps verso plates and on 
few letterpress margins, mark on spine,         £140 
~ The author was a pupil of the elder Pugin & wrote several works on Gothic architecture. The present book took him 
fourteen years – ‘It has been a labour of love throughout’.  He attempts to show the building as it had been before Gwilt’s 
rebuild & was able to use Gwilt’s notes & drawings. ‘In all the plates of the work …. I have only shown that for which I have 
the bona fide evidence, nothing of a merely conjectural or fanciful nature …. having been introduced.’ 
 
198. DOYLE, Peter.  Westminster Cathedral 1895-1995.  1995, xii, 162pp, plates, plan, dw fine,     £10 
 
199. ESDAILE, Mrs Arundell.  Temple Church Monuments  being a Report to the Two Honourable Societies of 
The Temple.  1933, x, 198pp, frontis, plates, 4to, teg, others uncut, spine faded & lightly marked,    £35 
~ A scholarly examination of these monuments, reconstructing some, and identifying the sculptors where possible. The 
church was badly bombed in the war so this must be the only record of some of the monuments.  
 
200. FOORD, Edward.  St. Clement Danes A Guide: Historical and Descriptive.  [1925], 104pp, many illus, 
small 8vo, wrappers, stapled,  ~ COPAC records York library only; not in BL or Guildhall.      £20 
 
201. FRESHFIELD, Edwin.  Some Remarks Upon the Book of Records and History of the Parish of St. Stephen, 
Coleman Street, in the City of London.  1887, 41pp, facsimile plates, large 4to, cloth backed printed boards, 
offprint from Archaeologia L, eps dusty, extremities worn,            £30  
 
202. FRESHFIELD, Edwin.  The Communion Plate of the Parish Churches in the County of London.  1895, 
xxxiii, 111pp, 24 collotype plates, bafflingly numbered 1, A, 2-11, folio, Privately printed, covers little marked,  
~ Inventory of each Church’s plate, with picture of a selection of each.       £50 



203. GODFREY, W.H.  Recent Discoveries at the Temple, London, and Notes on the Topography of the Site.  
1953, pp [ii], 123-140, illus, folding plans, quarter morocco, spine lettered, offprint from Archaeologia XCV. 
~ Godfrey restored the church after the war.           £30 
 
204. HARVEY, Barbara.  The Obedientiaries of Westminster Abbey and Their Financial Records c. 1275 to 
1540.  2002, lxii, 270pp, Boydell Press, fine,          £40    
 
205. A HUNDRED Years in Haggerston The Story of St. Saviour’s Priory.  1966 (same year reprint), [viii], 
80pp, plates, card covers, dw spine faded, letter from Priory member laid in loose,      £10 
  
206. KNIGHTON, C.S. (ed).  Acts of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster.  3 volumes 1997-99-2006, Part One 
1543-1556, Part Two 1560-1609, Part Three 1609-1642; pp lvi, 111; xvi, 327; xlix, 264; sketch maps, Boydell 
Press, Westminster Abbey Record Series nos I, II, V, fine copies, ~ The complete series.       £80    
 
207. LAMBETH PALACE Library Annual Review 1990, 92, 98, 99, 2000, 2002-08 (ie 12 issues), each c. 64-
68pp, many illus, some colour, card covers,              £20 
 ~ Each issue contains the text of a lecture usually by a notable historian or cleric on some ecclesiological matter.   
 
208. LANG, Jane.  Rebuilding St. Paul’s after the Great Fire of London.  1956, xi, 269pp, frontis, plates, 4to, 
OUP, dw a little worn, good +,   ~ Standard work.          £20 
 
209. LONGMAN, William.  History of the Three Cathedrals Dedicated to St. Paul in London with Reference 
Chiefly to their Structure and Architecture, and the Sources whence the Necessary Funds were Derived.  1873, 
xii, 226pp, frontis, 6 steel engravings and ‘nearly 50 woodcut illustrations’,       £25 
 
210. MILWARD, Richard.  A Parish Church Since Domesday St. Mary’s, Wimbledon.  1993, 128pp, frontis, 
illus, plans, 4to, by the Parish, pictorial boards,          £10  
 
211. MORGAN, Dewi.  Phoenix of Fleet Street  2000 Years of St Bride’s.  1973, vii, 290pp, many illus, some 
colour, signed presentation copy, 4to, dw poor worn with chip to lower panel,         £10 
 
212. MUDIE-SMITH, R. (ed).  The Religious Life of London.  1904, xvi, 513pp, 2 folding colour-printed maps 
& numerous folding charts,            £50 
~ Highly detailed & scientific survey of Christian provision only, with brief references to Jewish arrangements.  
 
213. NAPIER, Michael and Alistair Lang (eds).  The London Oratory Centenary 1884-1984.  1984, [183] pp, 
many illus, some colour, 4to, dw VG, signed presentation copy from Ralph Downes (who wrote on the organ), 
~ Seven essays on aspects of the church and its history, contents, etc, with intro. by Napier.      £16  
 
214. NEALE, J.P. (illus) and E.W. Brayley.  The History and Antiquities of Westminster Abbey and Henry the 
Seventh’s Chapel; Their Tombs, Ancient Monuments, and Inscriptions.  2nd ed 1856 (1st was 1818), 112pp, large 
4to, steel engravings, recent half reverse calf, spine label, small stains to rear ep,      £90 
~ Reverse calf is suede, a strong and durable binding which when stained brown as here looks not unpleasing.   
 
215. OLIVER, John and Peter Bradshaw.  Saint John’s Wood Church 1814-1955.  1955, 56pp, plates, maps, by 
the Church, small 8vo, dw little worn and browned, Good,           £12 
 
216. RUSHEN, Percy (transcribed & abstracted by).  The Churchyard Inscriptions of the City of London.  1910, 
xii, 114pp, covers marked, foredges of covers indented by ?string, uncommon,       £25   
 
217. SINKER, Rev Edmund.  The Church in Bromley for A Thousand Years.  1909, viii, 92pp, plates, Bromley, 
‘From the author’ on the fep, fading patch on upper cover, lettering dull,  ~ Bromley–by-Bow. Not in Creaton.   £16 
 
218. WEBB, E.A.  The Records of St. Bartholomew’s Priory and of the Church and Parish of St. Bartholomew 
the Great West Smithfield.  2 vols 1921, pp lvi, 557; xix, 618; frontis’s, numerous plates, plans, these mostly 
folding, genealogies, OUP for the author, 4to, very slight wear, some marginal browning, presentation copy from 
the author’s grandson to Sir James Ross F.R.S.,            £85  
~ From c. 1100 to the end of WWI. ‘A comprehensive survey, historical and architectural.’ (LCC cat).  



 
MISCELLANEOUS LONDON TOPICS  
 
219. [ABBEY ROAD].  MS album of the Gunn family, c. 1924-1928, a ?daughter’s verse account of her mother 
Florence Gunn’s life, pen and ink drawings, mostly at 56 Abbey Road, compiled in stages, as ‘chapters’, 4to 
springback binder,             £90 
 
220. ATKINSON, David and Adrian Oswald.  London Clay Tobacco Pipes.  1969, 171-227pp, many illus, 
offprint from the Journal of the Archaeological Association, printed wrappers,       £12 
~ Lists manufacturers with their addresses etc.  
 
221. BALLIN, H.H.  The Organisation of Electricity Supply in Great Britain.  1946, xv, 323pp, Electrical Press 
Ltd, spine faded, ~ History and analysis of electricity supply nationally but with sections on London, LCC schemes, etc.£30 
 
222. BEAVER, Allan.  Middlesex Matters A History of Middlesex Freemasonry 1870-1995.  1995, ix, 417pp, 
illus, dw fine, owner’s stamp on title slightly smudging facing ep,         £14 
 
223. BENNETT, Alfred Rosling.  London and Londoners in the Eighteen-Fifties and Sixties.  1924, 371pp, 
plates, little foxing,  ~ Bennett’s memoirs; he was an engineer and there is much on railways and other technology, also 
Crystal Palace, theatre, etc. Scarce.                           £25
            
224. BETTS, John.  The Story of the Irish Society Being a Brief Historical Account of the Foundation and Work 
of the Honourable The Irish Society of London.  1913, 90, [2]pp, frontis, plates, some folding, illus,      £15 
 
225. BURFORD, E.J.  London The Synfulle Citie.  1990, xi, 228pp, frontis, illus, map, dw VG,     £12 
 
226. CHRISTIE, James.  Some Account of Parish Clerks, More Especially of the Ancient Fraternity (Bretherne 
and Sisterne) of S. Nicholas, now known as The Worshipful Company of Parish Clerks.  1893, xxii, 219, [5], 
tables, errata slip, 4to, privately published by the Company, embossed cloth, title gilt on upper cover,    £45    
 
227. COACH and Sedan, Pleasantly Disputing for Place and Precedence; the Brewers-Cart Being Moderator.  
1925, not paged, c. 64pp, facsimile woodcut, Frederick Etchells and Hugh Macdonald, 212 of 625 copies, The 
Haslewood Books, cloth-backed boards, reprint of 1636 original, dw with spine little darkened and sl frayed but 
near VG,  ~ ‘a lively account of the state of London traffic in the year 1636’. (dw).       £50 
 
228. CONSEIL MUNICIPAL DE PARIS.  Compte Rendu Officiel Du Voyage Du Lord-Maire et de la 
Corporation de la Cite de Londres a Paris en 1906 et du Voyage a Londres du Conseil Municipal de Paris en 
1907.  1908, xxx, 266pp, heliogravure plates, Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, folio, wrappers, fine in gilt lettered 
chemise (joints splitting) and sc, lacks colour portrait of Lord Mayor but uncoloured plate present,     £40 
 
229. COOPER, G.S.  The Outdoor Monuments of London.  Statues, Memorial Buildings Tablets and War 
Memorials.  1928, viii, 236pp, frontis, plates, dw with lightly tanned spine but a nice copy,      £15  
~ Alphabetical entries under sections, describes each monument with brief biography.  
 
230. DINSDALE, John.  Sketches of London 1887 Jubilee Year.  [1887], stapled pamphlet, 8pp illustrations by 
Dinsdale, pictorial wrappers (Union flags, shield etc), adverts on lower wrapper, no text issued, Jordison & Co., 
small oblong 8vo, staples rusted, leaves coming loose,           £35 
~ Some unusual subjects: Billingsgate market, Socialist demonstration in Trafalgar Sq.  
 
231. DODD, George.  The Food of London: A Sketch of the Chief Varieties, Sources of Supply, Probable 
Quantities, Modes of Arrival, Processes of Manufacture, Suspected Adulteration, and Machinery of Distribution, 
of the Food for a Community of Two Millions and a Half.  1856, pp xii, 524, 24 adverts, Longman [et al], 
original embossed cloth, spine tanned and with hole at foot, tears in joints, head of spine snagged, ?library label 
removed from ffep, string mark to lower board, internally clean and sound,     £120 
~ Covers in poor condition but a scarce and informative book. From his comments in the preface the author has evidently 
done a lot of first hand research.  
 
232. [DRAPERS' COMPANY].  Archer-Thomson, W.  History of the Company's Properties & Trusts Volume 1 
[only, of 2].  1939-40, vii, [3], 271pp, plates, folio, no. 103 of an unstated limitation, few marks but bright, ex 
lib, few stamps,                £40 



233. DUFF, E. Gordon.  The Printers, Stationers and Bookbinders of Westminster and London from 1476 to 
1535.  1906, [xii], 256pp, plates, CUP, cloth bubbled, new eps,         £20 
~ The Sandars Lectures 1899 and 1904. Duff, librarian and bibliographer, wrote extensively on early English printing.   
 
234. EKWALL, Eilert.  Street–Names of the City of London.  1965 corrected reprint, xvi, 211pp, folding colour 
plan, OUP, dw fine,  ~ Long intro discussing name forms etc; scholarly explanation of street names & etymologies.    £22 
 
235. EVANS, Wendy, Catherine Ross and Alex Werner.  Whitefriars Glass James Powell & Sons of London.  
1995, xiv, 398pp, colour frontis and many colour and b/w illus, Museum of London, large 4to, dw near fine, 
presentation copy from Wendy Evans,          £250 
~ Based on the company’s archive which the Museum had recently acquired, and a great deal of other material in the 
Museum’s holdings. Britain’s longest-working glasshouse.    
 
236. FINLAY, Roger.  Population and Metropolis The Demography of London 1580-1650.  xii, 188pp, tables, 
CUP, dw VG,                £12 
 
237. FIRTH, Raymond.  Two Studies of Kinship in London.  1956, 93, [3] pp, charts, dw good+, Athlone Press, 
LSE Monograph on Social Anthropology no. 15,  ~ The two studies concern ‘Kinship in South Borough’ and 
‘Italianates in London’. Firth, anthropologist, best known for his work in Polynesia.       £20 
 
238. FORD, John.  Ackermann 1783-1983 The Business of Art.  1983, 256pp, many illus, some colour, folio, 
Ackermann Publishing, dw browned round edges,            £40 
 
239. GAY, John.  Trivia: or, The Art of Walking the Streets of London.  1922, xxiv, 91pp, frontis, plates, 1716 
tp facsimile, intro & notes by W.H. Williams, 4to, teg, others uncut, title and some margins marked, fep 
browned, covers soiled,             £30 
 
240. GIBBON, Sir Gwilym and Reginald W. Bell.  History of the London County Council 1889-1939.  1939, 
xxi, 696pp, folding frontis, plates, folding map, teg, bright,         £20 
 
241. GLINERT, Ed.  London’s Dead A Guide Tour of the Capital’s Dead.  2008, x, 309pp, illus, dw fine,    £10 
~ Death in every shape and form, by area, also cemeteries.  
 
242. GREEN, William.  The Art of Living in London. A Poem: A New and Improved Edition, with the Addition 
of a Poetical Description of London.  [?c. 1810-1820], vi (title, An Introductory Sketch), 73, [1] imprint, printed 
by M. Wilson, Manchester, for the author and J. Hatchard, Piccadilly, small 8vo, cont. calf-backed boards, worn, 
~ Many editions listed on Copac, though the work is not particularly common.         £65 
 
243. HARLING, Robert (ed).  Alphabet and Image: 8.  1948, 100pp, colour plates, many illus, 4to, wrappers, dw 
browned and frayed,  ~ Contains: pp51-62 17th Century Trade-Cards by Ambrose Heal, with many illus.     £15   
 
244. HARRIS, P.R.  A History of the British Museum Library 1753-1973.  1998, xx, 833pp, plates, plans, The 
British Library, dw VG,   ~ The author worked for the Library 1947-86.       £35 
 
245. HAWARD, Sir Harry.  The London County Council From Within. Forty Years’ Official Recollections.  
1932, xii, 437pp, frontis, plates, bright,           £20 
~ Haward was Comptroller of the LCC 1920-1930 and the book deals at length with its financial administration.  
 
246. HENNESSY, Elizabeth.  A Domestic History of the Bank of England, 1930-1960.  1992, xv, 449pp, colour 
frontis & plates, illus, CUP, dw fine,           £14 
 
247. HENREY, Mrs. Robert.  The Virgin of Aldermanbury Rebirth of the City of London.  1958, [iv], 253pp, 
colour frontis & illus by Phyllis Ginger, teg, others uncut, buckram, calf label, presentation copy from the author 
to Col. Dove (of Dove Brothers, builders), 2 t.l.s. from her to Col. Dove pasted in,       £25 
 
248. HERBERT, William.  The History of the Twelve Great Livery Companies of London; Principally 
Compiled From Their Grants and Records. With an Historical Essay, and Accounts of Each Company.  2 vols 
1837-36, pp xii, 498; viii, 683, [1] additions and corrections, wood engraved text illus, Published by the author, 
aeg, cont. full morocco, spines gilt in compartments, slight wear but an attractive set,    £120   
 



249. HINDLEY, Charles.  A History of the Cries of London, Ancient and Modern.  1881, pp [xxxiv], 272, 16 
adverts, many plates, text illus (some after Bewick), Reeves and Turner, 500 copies printed, cream cloth lightly 
soiled, spine little darkened,            £50 
 
250. THE ISLINGTON A Monthly Journal of Entertaining and Instructive Literature.  12 bound issues January-
December 1878, 374pp, drophead title, cloth (little worn) lettered ‘Edward Clark Islington & Pentonville’,   £90 
~ Entirely unrecorded; not in COPAC, WorldCat, BL, Guildhall. Clark is presumably the publisher and editor (the latter’s 
address is 8 High St., Islington). The printer is Grant and Co., 72-75 Turnmill St. The content is the usual late 19thC. mixture 
of serial fiction, poetry, jokes and non-fiction contributions, unsigned, a few initialled. There are no signs of wrappers, if 
called for; a few leaves have been excised at the ends of issues, perhaps adverts. 1878 is the 3rd year of publication.   
 
251. JESSE, J. Heneage.  Literary and Historical Memorials of London.  1847, 2 vols, pp viii, 448; vii, 456; 
frontis’s, 2 plates, folding plan, 4 other plans, folding map ‘London & Westminster in the Reign of Queen 
Elizabeth A.D. 1563’ 20¼" x 7½", Richard Bentley, sp ends little worn, spines just a little faded, few minor 
marks on covers, eps sometime renewed,            £50 
~ Accounts of notable residents, lives, anecdotes, laid out by area. Informative, readable.         
 
252. LARKS!  3 issues of this comic, 11/12 and 19/12 1893, 19/2/1894, all featuring the Ball’s Pond Banditti on 
the front page, - at Woolwich Arsenal; - at Paddington; - at Greenwich Observatory; each issue 8pp folio, 
cartoons, short stories, very chipped and worn with losses, almost all text complete and certainly readable,    £25 
~ The Banditti are prototype Just William figures who eg try to steal some of the Arsenal’s weaponry.  
 
253. LEVINE, Ephraim.  The Origin and Growth of the Mocatta Library, Museum and the Gustave Tuck Theatre 
University College London. A Chapter in Forty Years of Anglo-Jewish History.  1933, 31pp, frontis, plates, 
Spottiswoode, Ballantyne for the Jewish Historical Society of England, presentation copy from Gustave Tuck 
(President of the Society) to Julius Felsenheim,          £25 
 
254. LILLYWHITE, Bryant.  London Signs  A Reference Book of London Signs from Earliest Times to about 
the Mid-Nineteenth Century.  1972, xx, 696pp, 5 colour plates, 20 b/w, dw fine,         £25  
~ Lists with approx dates, & explains the meaning and background of, but does not illustrate, over 17,000 signs.  
 
255. LINDSAY, Jack.  The Monster City Defoe’s London, 1688-1730.  1978, viii, 220pp, plates, dw VG,    £10 
                                       
256. LCC. London Statistics 1905-06. Vol. XVI.  1906, xvi, 524pp, 7 colour maps, 4to,      £40   
 
257. LCC. London Statistics 1930-31. Vol. XXXV.  1932, pp xvi, 460, 24 appendix, xxxi index, colour maps, 
some folding, one torn along fold, 4to, business owner’s stamp on fep, rather worn, joints starting at ends, 
internally a clean tight copy,            £35  
 
258. LCC. The London County Council 1938 An annual publication of the Council.  1938, pp xxvii, 243, xxviii-
lxviii index adverts, illus, LCC leaflets Highways to Health 1930s and Homes for London Exhibition 1949 laid 
in loose,   ~ ‘The first of a new annual series’ (and possibly the last?), replacing the Annual Statement.        £20 
 
259. LONDON Shakespeare League. Commemoration.1908.  4pp dinner programme and menu, 6½" x 4¼", Dr. 
Furnivall (Shakespeare scholar) in the Chair, Holborn Restaurant, printed in blue, holes in top corners,   £20  
 
260. MITCHELL, Vic and Keith Smith.  North London Line Broad Street to Willesden Jn. via Hampstead 
Heath.  1998 reprint, c. 120pp, mostly illus with captions, glazed boards, small scrape to upper joint,    £10 
 
261. NEAL, Wendy.  With Disastrous Consequences  London Disasters 1830-1917.  1992, xviii, 270pp, illus, 
dw VG,   ~ Explosions, fires, collapsing buildings, rail crashes, terrorist attacks, panics, etc.      £10 
 
262. MORLEY, Henry.  Memoirs of Bartholomew Fair.  1859, pp xx, 506, 32 ads, frontis, many illus in text, 
rebacked, original spine laid down, this faded and dull, prelims spotted,       £30 
 
263. [NEWSPAPER].  The Edinburgh Evening Courant.  Three issues July 30, August 6, 8, 1814, all 4pp large 
folio folded; The Prince Regent’s Fete, Carlton House, in Honour of the Duke of Wellington (3/4 column); 
Grand Jubilee peace celebrations in the parks, fireworks, Naumachia, balloon ascent (approx 1 page); printing 
press in Hyde Park (short section),                         £25
         



264. NICHOLS, John Gough (ed).  The Diary of Henry Machyn, Citizen and Merchant-Taylor of London, from 
A.D. 1550 to A.D. 1563.  1848, pp xxxii, 464, 19; wood engraved plate, Camden Society, sewing weak at some 
points but holding, extremities worn,           £40 
 
265. OUTHWAITE, R.B.  Clandestine Marriage in England, 1500-1850.  1995, xxiv, 196pp, plates, map, dw 
VG,                £18 
 
266. OWEN, David.  The Government of Victorian London 1855-1889 The Metropolitan Board of Works, the 
Vestries, and the City Corporation.  1982, xv, 466pp, illus, Harvard UP, dw g+,       £20 
 
267. PALMER, E.H.  Ye Hole in Ye Walle, A Legende of Walthamstowe Abbey, A Merrie Metrical and 
Monastical Romaunce.  [?1860], vi, 40pp, litho vignette title, litho frontis & 4 plates by the author and Arthur J. 
Bridgman, Macmillan and Co., Cambridge, printed within red decorative borders, plates browned, letterpress 
foxed, embossed cloth worn, scarce, not in Guildhall,   ~ Comic poem about the monks of Walthamstow Abbey.      £50 
 
268. PERKS, Sydney.  Essays on Old London.  1927, ix, 78pp, frontis, illus, cloth-backed boards, 4to, CUP,  
corners worn, boards marked,   ~ Contains 3 essays: Archaeology & restoration of the Guildhall; London town-planning 
in 1666; Scheme for a Thames embankment after the Great Fire. Perks was surveyor to the City of London 1905-1931.    £15 
 
269. [PEWTERERS]. A Short History of The Worshipful Company of Pewterers of London and a Catalogue of 
Pewterware in Its Possession.  1968, 103pp, frontis, many illus, 4to, For the Company, boards, slight wear,   £10     
 
270. POCOCK, Tom and Marjorie Holder.  Travels of a London Schoolboy 1826-1830. John Pocock’s diary of 
life in London and voyages to Cape Town and the Swan River Settlement.  1996, 208pp, illus, map, 4to, dw, £10 
 
271. POST OFFICE.  Principal Streets and Places in London and Its Environs, As Divided into Postal Districts.  
December 1856, 31pp, printed wrappers worn ink marked and darkened, pencil scribble on blank pages, owner’s 
ink marks beside many street entries,  ~ Poor copy but important in that it marks the introduction of postal districts.  £45 
 
272. ROBSON, William A.  The Government and Misgovernment of London.  1939, 484pp, plates, 2 folding 
colour plans, cloth sl faded,            £12 
 
273. ROUD, Steve.  London Lore The Legends and Traditions of the World’s most Vibrant City.  2008, xix, 
439pp, colour plates, illus, map, dw fine,            £10 
 
274. ROYAL Commission on Local Government in Greater London 1957-60.  1960, ix, 373pp + 12 maps in 
card folder, spines darkened, worn, folder bit more so, v. small hole in Report upper cover,       £20 
~ Important as it led to the setting up of the GLC and the outer London boroughs.  
 
275. THE ROYAL Philatelic Society London 1869-1969.  1969, 192pp, colour frontis, many illus, tall 4to,                
Glasgow, for the Society, teg, no dw,           £15   
 
276. RUBINSTEIN, Stanley.  Historians of London An Account of the Many Surveys, Histories, 
Perambulations, Maps and Engravings made about the City and its Environs, and of the dedicated Londoners 
who made them.  1968, 239pp, frontis, many illus, map eps, 4to, dw little worn, about G+,    £12 
~ Rubinstein describes his own collection. Entertaining and informative.  
 
277. RUDE, George.  Wilkes and Liberty A Social Study of 1763 to 1774.  1962, xvi, 240pp, frontis, OUP,   £15 
~ Study of the political movements, unrest, etc., associated with ‘Wilkes and Liberty’.  
 
278. SAINT, Andrew (ed).  Politics and the People of London The London County Council 1889-1965.  1989, 
xvii, 278pp, plates, dw VG+, paper browning,  ~ Collection of essays on aspects of the LCC’s history.     £20 
 
279. SECOND REPORT of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Municipal Corporations in 
England and Wales. London and Southwark. London Companies.  1837, [iv], 1-28 Report, 1-220 London and 
Southwark, 1-346 Livery Companies, large folding hand coloured map ‘Jurisdiction of the Metropolitan Police’, 
HMSO, folio, ex Law Society library, cont. quarter cloth, prelims dusty, rebacked, original spine laid down,  £80 
 
280. SKETCHWELL, Sir Barnaby [pseud].  London Characters; or, Anecdotes, Fashions, and Customs, of the 
Present Century. By [- - - ], Scene and Portrait-Painter to the Argyle-Rooms, and Other Places of Elegant Resort. 



The Second Edition, With Additions and Improvements.  1809, pp xix (title, Preface, Advertisement, Contents), 
[1], 340; xii (title, Contents), 348; frontis’s, plate, for B. Crosby & Co., original printed boards, edges uncut, 
boards worn, vol 1 rebacked, orig spine (some loss to text) laid down, scarce,     £200 
~ Satires on contemporary figures, eg ‘The Trial of Fatima Clarkis’, on Mary Anne Clarke, the Duke of York’s mistress, who 
was accused of selling army commissions. COPAC shows only 4 locations for this work, all for this second edition, which 
suggests that the ‘first edition’ is either very scarce or a ghost.      
 
281. SMITH, Stephen.  Underground London Travels Beneath the City Streets.  2004 reprint, [vii], 390pp, dw 
fine,                 £10 
 
282. SUTHERLAND, Lucy S.  The City of London and the Opposition to Government 1768-1774.  1959, [iv], 
33pp, stapled pamphlet, Creighton Lectures in History, dw fine,        £10 
 
283. SUTTON, Anne F.  A Merchant Family of Coventry, London and Calais: The Tates, c. 1450-1515.  1998, 
v, 75pp, plates, pedigrees, one folding, 4to, Mercers’ Company, wrappers,       £15 
~ Account of an early Mercer family. Most of the material relates to their time in London.    
 
284. THOMPSON, John.  Orwell’s London.  1985, [vii], 120pp, plates, illus, photos by Philippa Scoones, New 
York, dw fine,              £12 
 
285. [TURNPIKES].  An Act to Explain, Amend and Reduce into One Act of Parliament, the General Laws now 
in being, for Regulating the Turnpike Roads in .... England.  1820, reprint of 16 Turnpike Acts 1772-1817, 
199pp, George Eyre and Andrew Strahan, small 8vo, stab sewn, wrappers, spine worn with loss, dog eared,   £35 
 
286. [TURNPIKES].  An Act to Amend the General Laws now in being for Regulating Turnpike Roads in .... 
England.  1822, pp 1185-1286, folio, extract from the annual statutes, stab sewn, folded, very frayed, margins at 
end with loss, poor,            £15  
 
287. WARD, Ned.  The London Spy The Vanities and Vices of the Town Exposed to View.  1927, ed. by Arthur 
Hayward, x, 309pp, frontis, plates, foxing, mostly at ends, cloth somewhat worn, expurgated ed,     £15 
 
288. WARNER, Oliver.  A History of the Tin Plate Workers Alias Wire Workers of the City of London.  1964, 
xi, 88pp, colour frontis, plates, by the Company, glasene dw, eps with light ?tea stains,      £10 
 
289. WELLS, Roy A.  Freemasonry in London from 1785.  1984, x, 165pp, frontis, illus, map, 4to, dw with 
spine faded,   ~ ‘Seen through the Antients’ Domatic Lodge no 177 and its Associates’ – title on dw.       £15   
 
290. WEST WILLESDEN Election News.  October 24th 1931 election handout for the National candidate Mrs. 
H.B. Tate, 4pp broadsheet folded, speeches, meetings, ‘Pull your weight – Put things straight – Vote for Tate!’.    £20 
 
291. [WESTMINSTER TOBACCO BOX].  A Description of the Westminster Tobacco Box, The Property of the 
Past Overseers’ Society, of St. Margaret and St. John the Evangelist Westminster.  Compiled by the Overseers 
for 1887.  2 parts: engraved general tp, 2pp intro, Part 1: reprint with 34 facsimile plates of the 1824 work on the 
box; Part 2: tp, 106pp account of the office of overseer, explanation of the plates, lists of past overseers, 
subscribers, 49 plates, large 4to, aeg, morocco, worn, rebacked in cloth, 1887 invitation to the viewing at 
Westminster Town Hall laid in loose,           £50 
~ In 1731 a retiring overseer of the poor gave his tobacco box to his fellow past overseers; a plate was engraved to place on 
it, and the custom grew up of each year’s retiring overseers placing a plate on the box. By the 19thC. the object had grown to 
several boxes, cases etc which (from the picture) fitted inside each other like Russian dolls, all with some engraved 
decoration. Many of the plates commemorate an event that year, either in the parish or nationally.  
 
292. WILSON, Erasmus.  Our Egyptian Obelisk: Cleopatra’s Needle.  1877, People’s Edition, 32pp, frontis, 
vignette title, illus, Brain & Co., wrappers little chipped,  ~ Wilson financed the removal of the obelisk to the UK.   £30 
 
293. YOUNG, Ken and Patricia L. Garside.  Metropolitan London. Politics and Urban Change 1837-1981.  
1982, xiv, 401pp, plans, graphs, dw G+,           £20 
 
 
AMUSEMENTS, PLEASURE GARDENS, MUSIC, THEATRE, CLUBS 
 



294. [BEDFORD, Paul].  Recollections and Wanderings of Paul Bedford. Facts, Not Fancies.  1864, [vii], 
160pp, frontis, Routledge, Warne & Routledge, gilt design on upper cover, bright, nice copy, A & R 2430,    £45 
 
295. BOADEN, James.  Memoirs of the Life of John Philip Kemble, Esq. Including a History of the Stage from 
the Time of Garrick to the Present Period.  2 vols 1825, pp xl, 477, [1]; [ii], 595, [1]; mezzotint frontis (foxed 
and offset), Longman, Hurst [et al], cont. half calf, spines gilt in compartments, very slightly rubbed, eps dusty, 
little foxing mostly to prelims, A & R 3206,             £90   
 
296. BOADEN, James.  Memoirs of Mrs. Siddons, Interspersed with Anecdotes of Authors and Actors.  2 vols 
1827, pp xxvii, [1], 382; xii, [1], 394; mezzotint frontis, Henry Colburn, cont. calf, spines elaborately gilt in 
compartments with labels, gilt panelled borders to boards, some sections browned, lacking half titles and adverts, 
A & R 3536,                £70 
 
297. BOULTON, W.B.  The Amusements of Old London.  2 vols 1901, pp xv, 272, xi, 263, 12 plates colour 
printed with partial hand colouring, two tone cloth, gilt design on upper covers, teg, foredges foxed, bright, £120 
~ ‘Being A Survey of the Sports and Pastimes Tea Gardens and Parks, Playhouses and Other Diversions of the People of 
London from the 17th to the Beginning of the 19th Century’ – title page.   
 
298. CAMPBELL, T.  Life of Mrs. Siddons.  2 vols 1834, pp [2] advert, ix, [i], 299, [1]; vii, [1], 394; mezzotint 
frontis, Effingham Wilson, orig quarter cloth on boards, paper labels, vol 1 label chipped with little loss of 
lettering, small loss to head of spine, 2 inch tear in lower joint of vol 2, A & R 3541,      £60 
~ According to the note in A & R, Campbell ‘was assisted by the Rev. Alexander Dyce in the writing of this work.’   
 
299. COLE, John William.  The Life and Theatrical Times of Charles Kean, F.S.A. Including a Summary of the 
English Stage for the Last Fifty Years, and a Detailed Account of the Management of the Princess’s Theatre, 
from 1850 to 1859.  2 vols 2nd edition 1860, pp xii, 368; viii, 391; steel engraved frontis’s, Richard Bentley, dark 
brown cloth with horizontal light brown bands, spines elaborately decorated, ends frayed, later eps, 4pp of the 
prelims from another copy with a signed presentation from Kean to J.D. Grant laid in loose, A & R 3125,     £90  
 
300. [COOKE, William].  Memoirs of Charles Macklin Comedian, with the Dramatic Characters, Manners, 
Anecdotes, &c. of the Age in Which He Lived, .... and a Chronological List of All the Parts Played by Him. 
1804, [viii] (title, Introduction, Advertisement), 444pp, portrait frontis, James Asperne, cont. calf, spine gilt, 
front joint neatly repaired, extra-illustrated with 44 engraved portraits (some aquatint) mostly of actors, a few 
writers or others, one folding, most from the European Magazine, a few identified in ink, A & R 3268,  £170  
 
301. DAVIES, Thomas.  Memoirs of the Life of David Garrick, Esq. Interspersed With Characters and 
Anecdotes of His Theatrical Contemporaries. The Whole Forming a History of the Stage, Which Includes a 
Period of Thirty-Six Years.  2 vols 1780, pp xx (title, dedication, Advertisement, Errata, Contents), [1]-304, 
*305-*312, 305-336; xiv (title, Contents) [1]-202, *203-*206, 203-416; frontis, for the author, cont. tree calf, 
spines gilt, 2 closed tears into text (1 extending nearly 3 inches) but no loss, vol 1 spine ends chipped with loss 
of about 10mm at head, foxing to prelims and last leaves, joints tender, ESTC T72058, A & R 2930,   £150 
~ Davies states in the Advertisement that Samuel Johnson encouraged him to write the work, and furnished him with much 
material on Garrick’s early life (Garrick was Johnson’s pupil at his school). It is generally considered that Johnson wrote 
the first paragraph and perhaps more.       
 
302. DAY, W.C.  Behind the Footlights; or, The Stage As I Knew It.  1885, pp [vi], [iv], 191; frontis & plates by 
G.B. Le Fanu, title gilt on upper cover within proscenium arch design, Frederick Warne, presentation copy from 
the author to W. Douglas with letter tipped in re the latter’s kindness to G.V. Brooke and giving his opinion of 
Brooke’s acting (not high), fine bright copy, A & R 965,         £50    
 
303. DONALDSON, Walter.  Recollections of an Actor.  1865, viii, 360pp, frontis, John Maxwell & Co., bright, 
A & R 2691 calling for 4pp subscribers list in the prelims, not present here and not mentioned in any Copac 
entry,                 £40  
 
304. [ERLE, T.W.].  Letters From a Theatrical Scene-Painter; Being Sketches of the Minor Theatres of London 
as They were Twenty Years Ago.  1880 second edition, 116pp, small 8vo, Marcus Ward, printed for private 
circulation, presentation copy from the author, A & R 1097,          £45 
~ First published 1859 with a second series in 1862; this edition reprints both with a new preface but omits 3 sketches.  
 



305. FITZBALL, Edward.  Thirty-Five Years of a Dramatic Author’s Life.  2 vols 1859, pp [ii], [i]-x, 308; [iv], 
414pp; litho portrait frontis, T.C. Newby, small snag at one head, some sewing weak in vol 1 and mark at foot 
obscuring some gilt, corners bumped, pencil notes on rear eps, both vols cocked, lacking the 4pp adverts,    £70  
~ ‘A voluminous dramatic writer, who, in his later years, fell on evil days.’ (Lowe). A prolific writer of melodrama and 
songs, his work appearing at the Surrey and Adelphi, later Covent Garden and Drury Lane. A & R 2756.    
 
306. FITZGERALD, Percy.  The Kembles An Account of the Kemble Family, Including the Lives of Mrs. 
Siddons, and Her Brother John Philip Kemble.  2 vols [1871], pp xxii, [2], 353, [1]; vi, 414, [2] adverts, frontis’s, 
plates, Tinsley Brothers, extra-illustrated with 184 plates, nearly all portraits of actors and actresses, a few of 
writers or theatres, mostly mid-18thC to early 19thC, most aquatints, some copper engravings, a few later ones 
steel or wood engraved, 14 hand coloured, cont. half morocco, spines elaborately gilt in compartments,  £280 
~ A remarkable visual record of the Kemble family and their contemporary associates in the theatre. Most of the plates come 
from periodicals, the rest from the works of Shakespeare and the ‘Theatrical Inquisitor’; it would be hard to assemble such a 
collection now. The owner has written at the front: ‘These volumes contain one hundred and eighty four inserted portraits 
very many of which are rare, and all fine impressions – Collected and inlaid by J.W. Poinier Jr. Dec. 1872’. OCLC records 2 
volumes of cuttings collected by Poinier on theatre matters in the late 19thC.  A & R 3208.     
     
307. GOTCH, Rosamund.  Mendelssohn and His Friends in Kensington. Letters From Fanny and Sophy Horsley 
Written 1833-36.  1938 reprint, [xii], 289pp, frontis, plates, plan, dw frayed & with faded spine,     £12 
~ Mendelssohn stayed with the family and corresponded with the two girls. Lively description of contemporary Kensington.  
 
308. [LEWES, John Lee, ed].  Memoirs of Charles Lee Lewes, Containing Anecdotes, Historical and 
Biographical, of the English and Scottish Stages, During a Period of Forty Years. Written by Himself.  4 vols 
1805, pp [vii], [i]-viii (title, Dedication, Advertisement, Preface), [9]-223, [1]; [i], [2]-222; [i], 2-231, [1]; [i], 2-
276, [4] adverts; Richard Phillips, small 8vo, cont. half calf, spines gilt, labels chipped, 2 with substantial loss, 
vol 1 front joint and head of spine chipped with very small loss, 2 joints cracked but holding, scattered light 
foxing, A & R 3226,            £160 
~ Edited by his son. Covent Garden and Drury Lane; later Edinburgh and Dublin. Not in BL or Guildhall.   
 
309. [MARSH, Charles].  The Clubs of London; With Anecdotes of Their Members, Sketches of Character, and 
Conversations.  1828, 2 vols, pp [iv], [1]-352; [ii], [1]- 331, [1], [1]-4 adverts, Henry Colburn, recent half calf, 
soiling & finger marking,              £45 
 
310. MATHEWS, Mrs.  Memoirs of Charles Mathews, Comedian.  4 vols 1838-38-39-39, pp xi, 438, [2] errata, 
xi, 472, [1] errata, xiv, 650, xii, 503; 17 plates incl. 5 double page lithos, Richard Bentley, cont. half calf, spines 
gilt in compartments with labels, spine ends slightly rubbed, small losses of gilt, plates mostly foxed, lacking list 
of plates, A & R 3307,   ~ Mathews (1776-1835) was a highly popular and successful comedian especially known for his 
‘Mathew-oramas’, plays in which he played every part. The author was his wife, herself an actress.   £200 
 
311. [MUNDEN, Thomas Shepherd].  Memoirs of Joseph Shepherd Munden, Comedian.  1844, [4], 330pp, 
portrait frontis (foxed), Richard Bentley, cont. ribbed cloth, rebacked, orig spine laid down, A & R 3348,  £120 
~ Scarce. Copac cites 4 holdings but not the BL (although A & R’s copy was seen there). ‘The great comedian in whom Lamb 
delighted, and of whom Talfourd wrote that “he was in high farce what Kemble was in high tragedy.” A & R.      
 
312. [PLAYBILL]. Poplar and Limehouse Literary & Scientific Institution, Hale Street, Poplar. Programme of 
the Fifteenth Quarterly Entertainment, .... of the Elocution Class .... March 16th, 1853.  9" x 4½", elaborate 
printed border, very slight browning, currently f. & g. but could be removed for posting,       £20 
 
313. ROBINSON, John R. & Hunter H.  The Life of Robert Coates Better Known As ‘Romeo’ and ‘Diamond’ 
Coates The Celebrated Amateur of Fashion.  1891, pp viii, 255, 32 adverts, frontis, presentation copy from H.H. 
Robinson, A & R 2627,  ~ Apologia for Coates, 1772-1848, wealthy West Indies plantation heir, eccentric, who subsidised 
his own performances on stage, often with extravagant costumes, much ridiculed. Coates’ wife was nee Robinson which may 
or may not account for this work.                    £45 
 
314. ROBSON, William. The Old Play-Goer.  1846, xi, 252pp, Joseph Masters, presentation copy from Robson 
to John J. Reynolds, short tears to ends of joints but a bright tight copy, A & R 3778,       £50 
 
315. SNAGG, Thomas.  Recollections of Occurrences The Memoirs of Thomas Snagg (or Snagge).  1951, pp 
xxii, 110, [2], [1] imprint, sepia wood engravings by Kenneth Hunter, Dropmore Press, no. 296 of 300 copies, 
dw little worn and frayed, Good,            £30 
 



316. WILLIAMS, Michael.  Some London Theatres Past and Present.  1883, [viii], 215pp, Sampson Low, 
sewing of one section little weak, lacking the errata slip and the adverts, slight wear, A & R 1102,     £38 
~ 5 chapters: Old Sadler’s Wells, Old Highbury Barn, Norton-Folgate, Portman-Market, “Three Lyceums”.      
 
 
BANKS, COMMERCE, SHOPS 
 
317. [ADVERTISING AGENT].  Samuel Deacon, Country Newspaper and General Advertising Agent, Colonial 
Coffee-House, 1, Skinner-Street, Holborn-Bridge.  Printed pro-forma [c. ?1820s], details of the business at the 
head, rest filled in by Deacon or a clerk with 3 adverts seeking whereabouts of members of the Bowman family, 
ink ms, folded,   ~ Nd.; business established 1811; typography looks 1820-30. Heir hunting, unclaimed dividends, etc.  £45  
 
318. CHANCELLOR, E. Beresford.  Liberty and Regent Street.  [?c. 1928], 22pp, second edition, 5 tipped-in 
plates, card wrappers, scattered light foxing,             £15  
 
319. DE FRAINE , Herbert.  The St. Luke’s Printing Works of the Bank of England  An Account ….. of the 
Removal of the Printing Department from Threadneedle Street and of its Establishment upon the Bank’s Peerless 
Pool Estate in Old Street.  1931, (xi), 76pp, frontis, plates, plan, illus, 4to, At the St. Luke’s Works, covers little 
marked,  ~ De Fraine worked for the Bank all his life, much of it as Principal of the Printing Department.          £25 
 
320. HOWARD, Alexander and Ernest Newman.  London Business Cavalcade.  1951, 208pp, illus, 4to, dw 
clean but frayed & torn,  ~ Accounts of about 150 London businesses, some illustrated.       £12 
 
321. KYNASTON, David.  The City of London  Vol I A World of Its Own 1815-1890.  1994, [vii], 497pp, 
plates, dw VG,              £20  
 
322. KYNASTON, David.  The City of London  Vol II Golden Years 1890-1914.  1995, [ix], 678pp, plates, map 
eps, dw VG,              £20  
 
323. KYNASTON, David.  The City of London  Vol III  Illusions of Gold 1914–1945.  1999, [ix], 581pp, plates, 
pictorial eps, dw little worn, G+,              £15 
 
324. MARTIN, John Biddulph.  ‘The Grasshopper’ in Lombard Street.  1892, xx, 328pp, frontis, plates, maps, 
some folding, Leadenhall Press, 4to, sewing cracking at a few places, lower cover with slight stains,     £25 
~ History of Martin’s Bank.     
 
325. MICHIE, R.C.  The Development of London as a Financial Centre.  2000, 4 vols, 1700-1850, 1850-1914, 
1914-1945, 1945-2000, pp xxxvii, 298; x, 356; x, 262; xiii, 433pp, fine in sc, no dws issued,   £120 
~ Collection of papers, articles, etc by many authors on the growth of financial London, a few from the past (Bagehot) but 
most published within the past 20 years or so. Mostly quite technical material.     
 
326. PRYOR, F.R. (ed).  Memoirs of Samuel Hoare by His Daughter Sarah and His Widow Hannah. Also Some 
Letters From London During the Gordon Riots.  1911, xvii, 68pp, frontis, plates, large 4to, teg, dw clean but 
chipped and frayed, scarce,            £75 
 
327. SLATER, Ernest.  1837-1937 One Hundred Years The Story of Henley’s.  [1937?], 78pp, many illus, 
printed in black and green, oblong 8vo, cloth-backed boards, spine rubbed, colour illus of Gravesend inlaid on 
front cover,              £25 
~ Cable manufacturers, later expanding into other electrical equipment. Works at North Woolwich, later Gravesend.  
 
328. WALDEN, H.A.  “Operation Textiles” A City Warehouse in Wartime.  [1946?], [vi], x, 89pp, frontis, 
plates,  ~ ‘A short history of the Firm of Hitchcock, Williams & Co., St. Paul’s Churchyard, .... 1939-45’.    £12  
           
 
EXHIBITIONS, MUSEUMS in chronological order  
 
329. A CATALOGUE of the Rarities to be Seen at Don Saltero’s Coffee House in Chelsea. To Which is Added, 
A Compleat List of the Donors Thereof.  1738, [ninth edition], 14pp, drop head title, ?disbound, split into 
separate leaves, rather browned, chipped, date at foot of last page but lacking last leaf (presumably the list of 
donors), ESTC T100193, many editions in the 18thC. but scarce,      £140 



~ Don Saltero was James Salter. London’s first public museum, with a strange mixture of exhibits, some given to Salter by 
Sloane, randomly: some saints’ relics, a salamander, the tusk of a rat, a locust bean, copper ore, a Turkish ladies fan, a pine 
apple, etc. Altick, Shows, pp 17-19.     
 
330. [BRITISH MUSEUM].  The General Contents of the British Museum: With Remarks. Serving as a 
Directory in Viewing That Noble Cabinet.  1762, 2nd edition 'With Additions and Improvements', pp xxiii (half 
title, title, Preface), [1], 210, [30] index, errata; 12mo, for R. and J. Dodsley, cont. calf, spine label, little worn, 
worming to upper margin of about 6 leaves, no loss of text, ESTC T40549, attributing the work to Dodsley, £280 
~ This second edition is about twice as long as the first, giving a detailed description of the contents, including the books, 
with details of donors, how to visit, etc. The BM opened in 1759: this is the first book written about it.     
 
331. A COMPANION to Mr. Bullock’s Museum, Containing A Brief Description of Upwards of Seven 
Thousand Natural & Foreign Curiosities, Antiquities, and Productions of the Fine Arts, Collected Principally in 
Liverpool .... at an Expence of upwards of Twenty-Two Thousand Pounds, and now open for Public Inspection 
in the Great Room, 22, Piccadilly, London.  Ninth edition 1810, [ii] title, ‘The full value given for rare and 
uncommon Quadrupeds ....’, [i]-v Names of the Ladies and Gentlemen who have Presented Curiosities to the 
Museum, [i] blank, [1]-147, [1] advert, wood engraved frontis, 12mo, Printed for the Proprietor by Henry 
Reynell, boards, printed label on upper cover, rebacked,      £140 
 
332. A COMPANION to Mr. Bullock’s Museum, Containing A Brief Description of Upwards of Ten Thousand 
Natural & Foreign Curiosities, Antiquities, and Productions of the Fine Arts, Collected Principally in Liverpool 
.... at an Expence of upwards of Twenty-Four Thousand Pounds, and now open for Public Inspection in the Great 
Room, 22, Piccadilly, London.  Tenth edition 1811, [ii] title, ‘The full value given for rare and uncommon 
Quadrupeds ....’, [i]-vi Names of the Ladies and Gentlemen who have Presented Curiosities to the Museum, [ii] 
blank, [1]-150, vi, [1] adverts, wood engraved frontis, 12mo, Printed for the Proprietor by Henry Reynell, boards 
(differing from the previous), rebacked, new printed label on upper cover, Altick pp 235-252,         £140 
~ Evidently a highly successful venture: in the space of a year, and one edition, the exhibition has 3,000 more exhibits, more 
donors, an increase in value fron £22,000 to £24,000 and a considerably expanded guide. Bullock opened the show in 1809 
and at this early stage showed largely natural history exhibits, attempting to group them scientifically in natural habitats. 
The following year he built the Egyptian Hall and moved the exhibition there.  
 
333. [EXHIBITION – WHALE].  Pavilion of the Gigantic Whale, Charing Cross.  Handbill, [?1831], describing 
the finding of the corpse off Ostend and removal to London, measurements below, margins trimmed, laid down, 
with 2 small ink drawings of ‘The great Wale’ by master Charles Clifford and another unrelated ink drawing laid 
in loose, Altick p305,            £45 
~ The skeleton was displayed. Visitors could sit at tables and listen to a 24-piece orchestra, all inside it.  
 
334. [MADAME TUSSAUD’S].  Bazaar, Baker-Street, Portman Square. Biographical and Descriptive Sketches 
of the Distinguished Characters which Compose the Unrivalled Exhibition of Madame Tussaud and Sons.  1844, 
32pp listing 191 items, printed wrappers (lower lacking, upper torn and frayed, faded), for Madame Tussaud, 
very dog-eared,  ~ Opened at this address in 1835. Poor but an early Tussaud catalogue.      £40 
 
335. THE ART JOURNAL Illustrated Catalogue of the International Exhibition 1862.  1862, xii, 324pp, wood 
engraved illus throughout incl title, James Virtue, folio, cont. half morocco, spine gilt in compartments, head of 
spine with c. 3mm loss, upper joint tender,             £60  
 
336. [INTERNATIONAL HEALTH EXHIBITION – FIELD and TUER].  Memento Imprynted Yn Ye Olde 
Streete of London Towne ye greate Attraction yn Ye Health Exhibition, South Kensyngton Anno Domini 1884, 
atte ye Signe of Ye Leadenhalle Presse.  1884, 4pp 4to leaflet by Field and Tuer; title, ‘Arms’ at head, + 3pp 
adverts for the press, browned, edges frayed with chipping, tears along fold,       £40 
~ One of the most popular exhibits was a mock medieval London Street.   
 
337. COLONIAL AND INDIAN EXHIBITION.  Official Guide.  1886, 96pp, many wood engraved illus, 2 
colour plates, double-page ground plan, stapled, pictorial wrapper soiled, detached and almost completely split 
down spine,  ~ Poor but material on this exhibition is uncommon. The Science Museum is now on the site.     £40 
 
338. [CRYSTAL PALACE].  Souvenir Album of the Crystal Palace.  [c. 1890?], 15 views, fold-out format, F.P. 
& S., printed boards, cloth spine, corners little worn,          £24 
 
339. THE FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION.  Official Souvenir.  1908, 18pp all illus from photos, wrappers, 
stapled, pictorial onlay on upper cover torn & lifting, little worn and dusty, newsagent’s stamps at ends,    £22 



340. BRITISH Empire Exhibition 1924.  Large folding colour pictorial map of the Exhibition, with tube lines to 
the exhib shown under, verso with descriptions of the pavilions, 19¼×28¾", by Kennedy North,    £20 
 
341. THORPE, P.H.  “Geographia” “All in One” Map Guide Festival London [sic].  [1951], 18pp colour 
maps/plans with text, each shorter than the next, so showing titles at foot, decorative contents page, 12 
‘Supplementary Pages’, all folded in to show title at front, metal spiral binding, covers little soiled, extremities 
little worn,  ~ Unusual and attractive guide to the F.O.B. and allied exhibitions. Not in Guildhall.        £25 
 
342. FESTIVAL OF BRITAIN: 1951. Catalogue of Exhibits South Bank Exhibition.  1951, pp 188, cxliv 
adverts, 4to, ex lib, presentable library cloth lettered, wrappers discarded,       £35 
  
 
LEGAL LONDON; THE INNS, COURTS, PRISONS, CRIME 
 
343. BRIDEWELL HOSPITAL.  Report to the Court of Mayor and Aldermen, from the Committee in Relation 
to Gaols.  1845, 7, [1]pp folio, Arthur Taylor, Printer to the City of London, wrappers, tear at head of spine,  £30 
~ Overcrowding as magistrates were giving longer sentences. These reports are scarcer than parliamentary reports.     
 
344. [COLQUHOUN, Patrick].  A Treatise on the Police of the Metropolis; Containing a Detail of the Various 
Crimes and Misdemeanours by which Public and Private Property and Security are, at Present, Injured and 
Endangered: and Suggesting Remedies for their Prevention.  4th ed revised & enlarged, 1797, half title, title, pp 
[v]-xiv To the Reader, [xv]-xxix Advertisement to the Fourth Edition, [xx], [xxxi-xxxvi] Contents, pp 1-440 
Introduction, A Treatise, &c., xxviii index, folding table, by H. Fry for C. Dilly, cont. tree calf gilt with label, 
head of spine just a little frayed but a good copy,        £195 
~ Colquhoun, a Scot, was a magistrate and wrote on legal and criminal matters, including a similar work on the police of the 
River Thames. An influential and important work in the history of policing.   
 
345. COPY CASE MS – Tolls on horses.  1780 MS of a judgment by James Wallace, Solicitor-General, on 
behalf of Thomas Baker, horse dealer and freeman, that Baker was not liable to pay any toll or duty for bringing 
horses into London, 2pp folio folded, signed and dated by Wallace, the rest probably not in his hand,     £30 
 
346. DUCKWORTH, Jeannie.  Fagin’s Children Criminal Children in Victorian England.  2002, x, 258pp, 
plates, dw fine,  ~ Academic study, mostly based on London material.        £15 
 
347. GRIFFITHS, Arthur.  The Chronicles of Newgate.  1987 facsimile reprint, xii, 596pp, illus, dw spine faded,  
~ Reprint of 1883 1st ed.             £12 
 
348. MAYHEW, Henry and John Binny.  The Criminal Prisons of London and Scenes of London Life.  1862, pp 
xii, 634, [2] adverts, folding wood engraved frontis, plates, text illus, Griffin, Bohn and Company, cont. purple 
embossed cloth, rebacked, original spine (chipped and tanned, gilt dulled) laid down, one leaf torn across, two 
slight ink marks, few light marks from press cuttings, endpapers stained,     £195 
~ ‘Mayhew proposed to survey twenty-one different types of life in London, such as Legal London, Criminal London, 
Fashionable and Serving London. Though this design was abortive, he did manage to survey with some thoroughness London 
penal institutions and the controversies over prison discipline.’ Humpherys, ‘Travels Into the Poor Man’s Country’ p 111.      
 
349. [PETITION – EMBEZZLEMENT].  A Report from the Committee, to whom the Petition of the Church 
Wardens, Overseers of the Poor, and great Numbers of the Inhabitants of the Several Parishes of St. Giles in the 
Fields, the Liberty of Saffron-Hill, Hatton-Garden, and Ely Rents, in the Parish of St. Andrew, Holborn; St. 
Dunstan, Stepney; St. Paul Shadwell; St. Anne in Middlesex .... on behalf of themselves, and the rest of the 
Parishes of the said County; and also, the Petition of his Majesty’s Justices of the Peace for the County of 
Middlesex .... were Referred.  1737 but 1803 reprint, title, pp [1], 3-63, [1], tables, folio, uncut, disbound from a 
vol of House of Commons reports,  ~ The petitioners complained of embezzlement of parish funds.       £65 
 
350. [PRISONS].  In the Matter of Charities Relating to Poor Prisoners in the Several Gaols of the City of 
London. Minutes of Proceedings, .... 1852, before The Right Hon. The Lord Chief Baron, and the Right Hon. 
The Lord Mayor .... A Court Appointed to Enquire as to the Said Charities. Together with the Report of the City 
Solicitor and Mr. James Wilde.  1867 reprint of 1852 1st ed, viii, 6-252pp (correct thus), ex Guildhall lib, lib 
cloth, perforated stamp on title, tight,            £50 
~ The administration of these funds, whether any were unpaid/in arrears, could be augmented, etc.  
 



MEDIEVAL LONDON 
 
351. [ARNOLD, Richard].  The Customs of London, Otherwise Called Arnold’s Chronicle; Containing, Among 
Divers Other Matters, the Original of the Celebrated Poem of the Nut-Brown Maid.  1811, xlii title, 
Advertisement, List of Names, 300pp, for F.C. and J. Rivington [et al], 4to, original calf worn round edges, 
sympathetically rebacked, spine label with small chip, first and last leaves browned, a crisp clean copy,        £150 
~ ‘Reprinted from the First Edition, with the Additions Included in the Second.’ (title). ‘A faithful reprint, with a judicious 
introduction [ie the ‘Advertisement’], by Francis Douce, Esq.’ (Lowndes).        
 
352. BYERLY, Benjamin and Catherine (ed).  Records of the Wardrobe and Household 1285-1286.  1977, xlvi, 
309pp, HMSO, ex lib, presentable lib half morocco, slight wear,        £15 
 
353. CAMDEN MISCELLANY Vol. XII.  1910, x, 296pp, Camden Society, unopened, tissue dw, edges foxed, 
else fine, contains: Kingsford, C.L. (ed). Two London Chronicles from the Collection of John Stow,       £20  
 
354. DAVIES, Matthew (ed and intro.).  The Merchant Taylors’ Company of London: Court Minutes, 1486-
1493.  2000, x, 342pp, illus, Richard III and Yorkist History Trust with Paul Watkins, dw fine,     £45 
 
355. HOLLAENDER, A.E.J. & William Kellaway.  Studies in London History  Presented to Philip Edmund 
Jones.  1969, 509pp, plates, 2 plans, dw little worn, good+,              £20 
~ 19 articles by academics (Honeybourne, E.S. de Beer, N.R. Ker et al) on aspects of London history 12th – 19th C. About half 
the articles concern medieval London.  
 
356. McDONNELL, K.G.T.  Medieval London Suburbs.  1978, viii, 196pp, plates, maps, dw good,                £12 
~ In spite of the title, entirely concerned with East London, from the Thames along the River Lea up to Hackney. 
 
357. ORRIDGE, B.B.  Some Account of the Citizens of London and Their Rulers, from 1060 to 1867.  1867, 
xxvii, 262pp, William Tegg, brown mark on one page from newspaper, extremities worn,           £25 
~ A collection of information on London and the monarchy, the aldermen of Cheap (with which ward Orridge was 
connected), other aldermen, some pedigrees, lists of Lord Mayors and sheriffs, etc.  
 
358. SHARPE, Reginald R. (ed).  Calendar of Letter-Books .. of the Corporation of the City of London.  11 
volumes A-L complete (J not called for), 1899-1912, one vol with hinges repaired with clothrear ep stained to 
another but a tight set,             £220 
 
359. SHARPE, Reginald R. (ed).  Calendar of Coroners Rolls of the City of London circa A.D. 1300-1378.  
1913, xxviii, 324pp, colour frontis, Richard Clay for the Corporation, extremities very slightly worn,           £40 
 
360. SHARPE, Reginald R. (ed).  Calendar of Letters from the Mayor and Corporation of the City of London, 
circa A.D. 1350-1370.  1885, xxx, 185pp, By Order of the Corporation, extremities bit worn, presentation copy 
to Mr. Deputy White,              £30   
 
361. SHARPE, Reginald R.  London and the Kingdom  A History.  3 vols, 1894-94-95, pp xv, 566; xi, 650; ix, 
565, errata, frontis’s, By Order of the Corporation, bright, edges foxed,   ~ History of London and its relationship to 
the Kingdom. ‘… his [Sharpe’s] work has not been superseded, for his house was built upon the rock of documentary 
evidence.’ - C. Barron & V. Harding in English County Histories, 1994, p263.     £40 
 
362. STOW, John.  A Survey of London.  2 vols 1971 reprint of 1908, ed C.L. Kingsford, text of the 1603 ed, pp 
c, 352; [iv], 1-397, 397 [i]-xxviii, 398-476, frontis’s, map, OUP,   ~ Includes the 1927 extra notes.      £60 
 
363. THOMAS, A.H.  Calendar of Early Mayor’s Court Rolls Preserved Among the Archives of the Corporation 
of the City of London at the Guildhall.  1924, xlv, 304pp, CUP, extremities a little worn, clean and tight,       £30 
~ another copy ex lib usual marks,             £22 
 
364. THOMAS, A.H. (vols 1-2, 4) & Jones, Philip E. (vols 5 & 6) (ed).  Calendar of Plea and Memoranda Rolls.  
1323-1364; 1364-1381; 1413-1437; 1437-1457; 1458-1482; 1926-29-43-54-61, pp xxxvi, 334; lxiv, 359; xli, 
369; xxviii, 229; xxi, 217; By Order of the Corporation Library Committee, CUP, last vol in frayed dw, all other 
vols ex lib, spine marks, stamps, a few marks and spots but generally clean tight copies,   EACH:     £15 
 



365. THOMAS, A.H. (ed).  Calendar of Select Pleas and Memoranda of the City of London, A.D. 1381-1412. 
1932, xli, 369pp, By Order of the Corporation, extremities worn,        £30 
                        
                              
PARKS, GARDENS, OPEN SPACES, ZOO, FLORA, FAUNA 
 
366. CECIL, The Hon’ble Mrs. Evelyn.  London Parks and Gardens.  1907, x, 384pp, 25 colour plates by Lady 
Victoria Manners, text illus, 4to, teg, spine & upper cover gilt with floral design, map eps, very small nick to 
head of spine, little tanned,              £40 
~ Parks, Squares, Commons, Burial Grounds, The Inns, Historical & Private Gardens, List of Trees & Shrubs in Hyde Park 
& Kensington Gardens.  The author (as Alicia Amherst) wrote several works on gardening.  
 
367. DESMOND, Ray and F. Nigel Hepper.  A Century of Kew Plantsmen A Celebration of the Kew Guild.  
1993, vii, 188pp, illus, some colour, dw VG,          £12 
 
368. FARMER, Alan.  Hampstead Heath.  1996 reprint, 176pp, many illus, some colour, maps, dw near fine, £10  
 
369. LAW, Ernest.  The Chesnut Avenue in Bushey Park Hampton Court.  1919, 46pp, illus, plan, wrappers, 
small 8vo stapled pamphlet,            £10 
 
370. [REGENT’S PARK/REGENT STREET].  Bound volume of 16 Acts, one other Act and 4 House of 
Commons Reports, including the 1813 Act for Making a New Street from Marylebone Park to Charing Cross (ie 
Regent Street), the 1848 Act to Empower the Commissioners to Remove the Colonnades in Regent Street, and 
14 other Acts 1813-1854 relating to the park and Regent Street, paving, extending Regent St., funding, creation 
of other new streets, management, etc, all disbound from the annual volumes of statutes, with an 1873 reprint of 
the 1817 act for paving, cleaning, improving the streets of the metropolis (the ‘Michael Angelo Taylor Act’), 
with 4 House of Commons Reports: Regent’s Park and New Street Returns, 1832, 3pp; Report from the Select 
Committee on Regent-Street Paving, 1835, 57pp; A Plan of the Regent’s Park, showing the Improvements and 
Alterations Recently Made Therein, 1841, title + large folding fully hand coloured plan of the park; Quadrant, 
Regent Street. Copy of the Circular Letter Addressed to the Lessees, and of the Replies, 1848, 11pp. Folio, late 
19thC. half calf, rebacked, original spine with label laid down, ex RICS library, bookplate of the Arthur Cates 
bequest (architect, 1829-1901).         £225 
~ The 1848 Return prints the letter to the lessees re the removal of the arcade and their replies (virtually all in favour). The 
plan of the park ‘Shewing the Improvements Executed and in Progress’ shows a piece of land between the zoo and the road 
round the north which the Zoological Society did not need so the Commissioners proposed to take it back and make a path 
under the road to join up with Primrose Hill.     
 
371. SIMPSON, F.J.  Epping Forest. A Comprehensive Guide to its Rides, Paths and By-Ways.  [1909], 64pp, 
illus, double page map, pictorial wrappers,  ~ ‘Topographical Notes’ + walking routes. Not in COPAC.      £20 
 
372. WILLESDEN U.D.C.  Opening of Gladstone Park Dollis Hill N.W.  1901, 10pp ‘Programme of Music and 
Procedure’, views of the park, oblong 8vo, wrappers (foxed, lower torn and mended),       £30 
 
 
POVERTY, POOR LAW, PROVISION, CHARITIES, HEALTH 
 
373. AYERS, Gwendoline M.  England’s First State Hospitals and the Metropolitan Asylums Board 1867 – 
1930.  1971, xxv, 370pp, frontis, plates, 4to, Wellcome Institute, dw good +,       £18 
~ History of the Metropolitan Asylums Board and state institutional provision generally for the period.  
 
374. BISHOPSGATE FOUNDATION.  1. Schemes of the Charity Commissioners. 2. Rent Roll. 3. Plans of the 
Estates.  1931, pp [vi], 20, 25; colour plans of the estates, incl. the Institute, folio, by the Foundation, 2 short 
tears in upper joint,                £50 
 
375. BLOMFIELD, J.  St. George’s 1733-1933.  1933, [vii], 120pp, colour frontis, plates, the Hospital,    £12 
 
376. BOOTH, General William.  In Darkest England and The Way Out.  1890, pp [xvi], 9-285, xxxi appendix, 
[6] adverts, folding colour frontis, extremities worn, lower edge bumped, Nov 1890 flyer in front soliciting 
funds,                £20  
 



377. CHESTERTON, Mrs. Cecil.  In Darkest London.  1926 rev’d ed, pp 255, 38 adverts, frontis, few marks, 
little foxing, slightly bowed,  ~ Sets out to show the difficulties faced by women seeking work & lodging without money or 
references. Mrs Cecil Chesterton (1888-1962), campaigning journalist, set up the Cecil Homes for poor women.    £15 
 
378. CHESTERTON, Mrs. Cecil.  Women of the Underworld.  [1928], 255pp, slight wear and warping but 
generally clean and tight, presentation copy from the author,         £25 
 
379. CHESTERTON, Mrs. Cecil.  I Lived in a Slum.  1936, 288pp, dw worn, frayed, darkened, presentation 
copy from the author,  ~ Experience of slums in Kensington, Soho, Southwark, Westminster, and Shoreditch.    £25 
 
380. COOK, G.C.  From the Greenwich Hulks to Old St. Pancras  A History of Tropical Disease in London.  
1992, xiii, 338pp, plates, dw fine,            £16 
 
381. HEDDLE, Arnold.  Forty Five Years A Brief History of the Woolwich and District Invalid Children’s Aid 
Association, 1892-1937.  1937, 113pp, illus, covers worn, corner damp stained, lower cover cloth bubbled,    £20 
~ Scarce: Copac records one copy in LSE only; not in BL or Guildhall.   
 
382. HOLMES, Malcolm J.  Housing Is Not Enough The Story of St Pancras Housing Association.  1999, 
119pp, illus, by the Association, 4to, dw fine,          £15 
 
383. HUMPHERYS, Anne.  Travels Into the Poor Man’s Country  The Work of Henry Mayhew.  1977, xiv, 
240pp, frontis, plates, dw slightly worn,  ~ Mayhew’s life, work, list of his works, etc. Scholarly study.     £14 
 
384. LEWIS, R.A.  Edwin Chadwick and the Public Health Movement 1832-1854.  1952, viii, 411pp,    £20 
~ Pioneering attempt to re-assess Chadwick. Interesting bibliography, to some extent critical.    
 
385. LIPMAN, V.D.  A Century of Social Service 1859-1959 The Jewish Board of Guardians.  1959, xiv, 302pp, 
frontis, plates, tables, bright,            £18 
 
386. [LONDON FEVER HOSPITAL].  BURNISTON, H.S.  Album of his photographs of the hospital, 1893, 
approx 26 postcard size photos, no text, name on fep, cloth, interior/exterior views,   ~ Liverpool Rd, N1.    £60 
 
387. LOW, Sampson.  The Charities of London. Comprehending the Benevolent, Educational, and Religious 
Institutions. Their Origin and Design, Progress, and Present Position.  1850, xiv, 474pp, litho frontis, Sampson 
Low, original embossed cloth, spine renewed, old lettering section laid down, new eps, ex BL, few stamps, old 
tape mark down gutter of title & frontis, unattractive copy but highly informative,      £35 
~ A directory of the charities of the time, listing many hundreds of charities for every kind of need, with detailed entries.    
 
388. [MAGDALEN HOSPITAL].  The Rules and Regulations of the Magdalen-Charity, With Instructions to the 
Women who are Admitted, and Prayers for Their Use.  1769, Fourth edition, vii, [i], ix, [i], 137, [1], (title, 
Contents, Preface, Rules, Instructions, Prayers, List of the Subscribers for Building a New Magdalen House, List 
of the Governors and Contributors, Legacies Received), frontis, W. Faden for the charity, 12mo, ESTC 
T110121, bound with, after p108, Psalms and Hymns, for the Use of the Magdalen Charity.  [1775?], [ii], 44, [2] 
(title, verso blank, Psalms, Prayer), s.n., s.l., 12mo, ESTC T216474, cont. sheep, front joint cracked but holding,  
~ Both works are scarce, the Psalm book particularly. ESTC records 4 editions of this, all undated, this apparently the first, 
and cites Bodleian only for this edition, but calls for ‘Sold at the Magdalen Hospital price 6d’ at the foot of the title, not 
present here. The first item is ‘Corrected and Enlarged, Agreeable to the Present State of the Charity.’ The institution moved 
to new premises in St. George’s Fields in the early 1770s, the first home being too small.        £400 
 
389. MAYHEW, Henry.  London Labour and the London Poor: The Condition and Earnings of Those That Will 
Work, Cannot Work, and Will Not Work.  4 volumes, 1st 3 vols 1864 reprints, vol 4 1862 1st ed, pp vi, 542, [1], 
[2] index; [viii], 573, [1], [2] index; [viii], 449, [1], [2] index; xl, 504; many wood engraved plates, maps, text 
illus, Charles Griffin and Company (vol 4: Griffin, Bohn), original cloth, vols 1-3 rebacked, spines (chipped) 
laid down, new eps, gilt to spines rather browned, one plate with image outlined verso in ?pencil,  £525 
~ Vol 4, ‘Those That Will Not Work’, taller than 1-3 (as usual with this edition) but with matching blocking to the spine. Vols 
1-3 have undated title pages but the date 1864 appears at the foot of the first plate in vol 1.    
 
390. MAYHEW, Henry.  The Morning Chronicle Survey of Labour and the Poor: The Metropolitan Districts.  6 
vols 1980-82, pp [v], 276; [v], 335; [v], 277; [v], 245; [v], 248; [v], 265; Caliban Books, Sussex, dws little 
marked, vol 6 paper browned and dw spine tanned,        £120 



~ In 1849-50 Mayhew was the Morning Chronicle’s metropolitan correspondent, writing in all nearly a million words. This 
comprises his complete Morning Chronicle writings, on which he based his London Labour and the London Poor.    
 
391. MORRIS, E.W.  A History of the London Hospital.  1910, pp x, 296, 8 adverts, frontis, plates, plans, bright, 
presentation copy from the author,                £20 
 
392. PARSONS, F.G.  The History of St. Thomas’s Hospital.  3 vols, 1932-34-36, pp xii, 256; xi, 281; xi, 274; 
plates, plans, some folding, spines faded, a little scattered foxing,        £85 
~ From Earliest Times to 1600; 1600 to 1800; 1800 to 1900.    
 
393. REPORT from the Select Committee on Public Health Bill, and Nuisances Removal Amendment Bill; 
Together with the Procedings of the Committee, Minutes of Evidence, Appendix and Index.  1855, x, 246pp, one 
chart (apparently supplied loose, edges frayed), HMSO, folio, wrappers, first section dampstained at gutter and 
detaching, spine with loss,            £80 
~ Dr. John Snow (of the cholera fame) gives evidence pp 8-12. Considerable evidence on ‘offensive trades’.  
 
394. WOODALL, Samuel James.  The Manor House Hospital A Personal Record.  1966, x, 214pp, frontis, 
plates, dw G+,   ~ For the treatment of industrial injuries. On the edge of Hampstead Heath.       £12  
        
 
SCHOOLS and COLLEGES 
 
395. CITY OF LONDON School Past and Present.  [1882], 39pp, frontis, plans, one folding, pictorial title, upper 
cover elaborately gilt repeating title design, bright,  ~ Record of the new building on the Embankment.      £25 
 
396. MACLURE, Stuart.  A History of Education in London 1870-1990.  1990, 2nd rev’d and expanded ed, 
255pp, plates, spine of dw faded, else fine,           £10 
 
397. PEARCE, E.G.  Annals of Christ’s Hospital.  1901, xii, 322pp, frontis, plates, spotting throughout, short 
tear at head of front joint, litle faded,           £10 
 
398. RICHARDS, A.N.G.  St. Paul’s School in West Kensington 1884-1968.  1968, 31pp, many plates, privately 
printed, no dw (?issued),             £10 
 
399. TROLLOPE, Rev. William.  A History of the Royal Foundation of Christ’s Hospital.  1834, pp [iv] title, 
dedication, v-viii Preface, list of engravings, ix-xvi contents, 1-358 The History, i-cxviii appendix, [10] index, 10 
plates incl frontis, 4to, William Pickering, title and frontis foxed, some plates lightly so, offsetting, original cloth 
neatly rebacked, spine laid down, new paper label,        £100   
~ ‘With an Account of the Plan of Education, the Internal Economy of the Institution, and Memoirs of Eminent Blues: 
Preceded by a Narrative of the Rise, Progress, and Suppression of the Convent of the Grey Friars in London.’ - title.  
     
400. [WESTMINSTER COLLEGE].  The Sidney Martin Remembrance Book. Reunion Record of the 
Noughtfourians.  Bound volume of accounts of reunions, visits, trips, dinners, concerts, in various places, some 
in the Peak District, of the 1904 class of Westminster College, Horseferry Road, many photos, programmes, 
menus pasted in, pen drawings, mostly MS, some accounts typed, 1905-1948, held irregularly but annually in the 
thirties, gaps for the war years, 4to, bound in full calf, spine and borders gilt, upper cover lettered, in box,   £195 
~ Sidney Martin was the leading light of the group so after his death in 1947 the remaining members had this volume 
compiled from the group’s records and bound (very handsomely) as a memorial.   
 
 
WATER, THAMES & other rivers, PORT of LONDON, SHIPPING 
 
401. BARTON, Nicholas.  The Lost Rivers of London.  1992, rev’d & expanded ed, 167pp, frontis, illus, maps, 
one folding, dw fine,   ~ Standard work. Traces the courses of the rivers, their effects on Londoners, uses, etc.    £12 
 
402. BENTLEY, James.  East of the City The London Docklands Story.  1997, 224pp, many illus, most colour, 
4to, dw fine,  ~ History of the LDDC’s work, with their sticker on the fep.          £12   
 
403. FIRST REPORT of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire into the Best Means of Preventing the 
Pollution of Rivers. (River Thames).  2 vols 1866, vol 1: Report, Appendix & Plans, 44pp, 12 plans, (one a  



coloured geological map of London, most folding), vol 2: Minutes of Evidence & Index, [2], 344pp; folio, 
HMSO, original wrappers chipped & darkened, spines with loss,      £130 
The Commission was required to investigate the condition of the Thames (1) ‘as affected by mills, weirs, and locks, and as 
affecting the drainage of towns and villages and adjacent lands,’ and (2) ‘as affected both by the discharge of sewage from 
towns and villages, and the refuse of manufactories, paper mills &c. and the possibility of intercepting and rendering useful 
or innocuous these sources of pollution.’ Parliament was concerned about pure water and sewage after the great stink; the 
private water companies were not supplying clean water and there was another serious cholera outbreak in 1866.  
 
404. MATTHEWS, William.  Hydraulia; An Historical and Descriptive Account of the Water Works of London, 
and the Contrivances for Supplying Other Great Cities.  1835, pp xvi [of xx], 454, [1] advertisement, frontis + 18 
litho plates (correct), some folding, Simpkin, Marshall, rebacked, original spine laid down (some loss), paper 
label chipped round edges, lacks last leaf of contents & list of plates,   ~ History from earliest times of the various 
means by which London’s water has been supplied. The New River, waterworks companies, comparisons with other cities, 
engineering techniques & equipment. Scarce.         £130 
 
405. [METROPOLITAN WATER BOARD].  The Water Supply of London.  1949, 81pp, illus, folding maps, 
wrappers, spine chipped, creasing/short tears to lower margins,        £15 
 
406. NORTON, Eric.  A Report on the Archaeological Evaluation of Platform Wharf, Rotherhithe.  1986-87, 
18pp photocopied typescript, illus, A4, letter from author to Howard Colvin laid in,      £10 
 
407. OWEN, D.J.  The Port of London Yesterday and Today.  1927, viii, 106pp, colour frontis, plates, plans of 
the docks, printed on thick paper, PLA, 4to, full morocco, arms of the PLA and name J.H. Glover gilt on upper 
cover, aeg, fine,  ~ Glover was an elected member. Possibly all the members had specials like this.      £35 
  
408. [PORT OF LONDON].  Report to the Court of Common Council, from the Port of London Sanitary 
Committee. Half-Yearly Report of Medical Officer of Health for the Port of London, to the 31st December, 1875.  
1876, 68pp, folio, Charles Skipper and East, printers, wrappers, spine worn with long tear,     £50 
~ About half the report concerns the 17 school-ships, with a report on each and diagrams with labelled cross-sections. There 
is also a Special Report into an “extended, but not very fatal, outbreak of typhoid on the ‘Cornwall’” (only two died, 
apparently ....). 
 
409. REPORT by the General Board of Health on the Supply of Water to the Metropolis.  1850, pp [iv], viii, 
325, 80, 92, 204, 252, 31, [2], (ie report, 4 appendices, extract minute), maps, some hand coloured, diagrams, 
folio, HMSO, ex lib, lib buckram but no stamps,  ~ The Board, who included Chadwick, recommended that drinking 
water should be drawn upstream of London, the companies should be amalgamated, a constant supply should be provided 
universally and that water supply and drainage should be brought under unified administration.     £140 
 
410. REPORT of the Royal City Parochial Charities Commission. 4 vols in 1: vol 1: Report, Appendix 1; Vol 2: 
Minutes of Evidence; vol 3: Reports on City parochial charities [c. 1850-1875]; vol 4: Accounts, principally for 
1877-78; pp 47; xix, 295; 364; xvi, 314; large folding colour map of the City parochial divisions, HMSO, cont. 
half calf, extremities worn, upper joint splitting, paper browned, ex Law Society lib with stamps,    £140 
~ The Commission sat for 2 years and produced a highly detailed and informative report.      
 
411. SHADWELL, Arthur.  The London Water Supply.  1899, pp x, 272, [32] adverts, lower cover lightly 
marked, small snag to head of spine, internally clean and tight, ex Colne Valley Water Company (bookplate 
only),  ~ The water companies, supply, the Balfour commission, at a critical time for the future of London’s water.    £50 
 
412. ST. KATHARINE DOCKS.  Instructions and Regulations Applicable to Coopers, Which Embrace the 
Condition upon which they are Engaged.  [?1828], 8pp pamphlet, drop-head title, Marchant, printer, damp 
affected at foot with loss to lower margin, not affecting text,        £60 
~ By Order of the Board, John Hall, Secretary. 20 Permanent Coopers with 40 ‘Preferable Coopers, entitled to preferable 
employment, whenever additional assistance is required.’  
 
413. SPENCER, Herbert.  London’s Canal  The History of the Regent’s Canal.  1961, 103pp, many plates, plans, 
illus, map eps, 4to, dw fine,              £12  
 
414. [YORK BUILDINGS WATERWORKS: 3 Reports].  Report from the Committee, to whom the Petition of 
the Proprietors of the Stock of the Governor and Company for Raising the Thames Water in York Buildings, 
Assembled in their General Court .... the 12th Day of January 1732 was Referred [with:] Report [with:] Further 
Report .... from the Committee to whom the Petition of the Creditors and Proprietors of the York Buildings 



Company was Referred and Appendix.  1733-35-35 but 1803 reprints disbound from a volume of Reports of the 
House Commons, title, 583-599; title, 657-685, [1]; title, 689-707pp; folio, uncut,      £75    
 
 
GUIDES, WALKS 
 
415. EVANS, W.R. & S. Sharpe.  Rustic Walking Routes in the London Vicinity. All contain walking routes 
with strip maps for each walk & a folding map:   
~ First Series: West-to-North District. 1894, third edition revised, 64pp, folding map, cloth little worn,           £15 
~ Second Series: North-to-East District.  1887, 64pp, folding map in rear pocket (short tears),                  £15 
~ Third Series: West-to-South District.  [?1889], 64pp, folding map, 2 copies: cloth/pictorial boards, EACH: £15 
~ Fourth Series: South–to-East District.  1890, 64pp, folding map, pictorial boards,      £15 
 
416. FOLEY, H.J.  Rambles on the Herts Border.  [1889], pp xii, 108, [2] index, adverts, illus, folding map 
(torn), cloth-backed pictorial boards worn & darkened,         £15 
 
417. GREENFIELDS, Dr.  Country Walks in Greater London Being the Circuit of the Metropolis by Lane, 
Footpath, Field and Ferry.  1909, 125pp printed one side only (versos blank for notes), folding map frontis, route 
maps, 12mo, cloth-backed printed boards,   ~ 8 walks round London.        £15 
 
418. HARPER, Charles G.  Motor Runs From London (North of the Thames).  [1937], 7th ed, 268pp, many 
illus, folding map, plan of the Thames, local plans, pictorial card covers, spine creased,       £12 
 
419. PASCOE, Charles Eyre.  London of Today  An Illustrated Handbook for the Season 1890.  1890, pp [12] 
adverts, 428, many illus from photos & line drawings (H. Railton, Fred Pegram etc), small 8vo, spine worn and 
faded, upper cover marked, lower cover creased, closed tear into text in one page, poor,  ~ No maps, very much 
what’s on/where to go with a strong emphasis on better-off visitors, the Court, the Season & Society etc.     £20 
 
 
MAPS, CARTOGRAPHY (see also LTS section at front) 
 
420. BACON’S Footpath Map.  South London and Environs.  [?1925], colour map folding into wrappers, extent: 
HolbornVdct-Eynsford-Redhill-Cobham, on cloth, scale 1" to mile,  ~ Road numbering system just introduced.   £15   
 
421. BACON’S Large-Print Map of London and Suburbs.  [?1915], colour map folding into wrappers (small 
hole in spine), extent: Highgate-Greenwich-Crystal Palace-Ealing, scale: 2½" to mile, gazetteer,      £22  
 
422. BACON’S Large Scale Plan of Ealing.  [?early 1920s], colour map folding into wrappers, 4" to mile, 
extent: Sudbury-Acton-Litttle Boston-fields, few minor ink/pencil marks, shows Wembley Stadium,    £20 
 
423. BACON’S Large Scale Plan of Hampstead.  [?early 1920s], colour map folding into wrappers, 4" to mile, 
extent: Finchley-Crouch End-Swiss Cottage-The Hyde, wrapper torn at fold,       £20  
 
424. BACON’S Large Scale Plan of Harrow.  [?early 1920s], colour map folding into wrappers, 4" to mile, 
extent: Stanmore-Hendon-Sudbury-Rayner’s Lane, shows British Empire Exhibition ‘to be opened 1924’,    £20  
 
425. BARTHOLOMEW.  The New Reduced Ordnance Survey Map of County of Surrey.  [?1880s], colour map 
on cloth folding into cloth covers, showing Parliamentary divisions, 20" x 17", scale 2" to mile,    £22 
 
426. BARTHOLOMEW. London Pocket Atlas.  1946, pp 81, xi supplementary index, 30pp coloured maps + 
6pp uncoloured, plans, boards little frayed round edges, small mark,                      £12
    
427. BARTHOLOMEW’S Reference Atlas of Greater London.  1948 9th  ed ‘provisionally revised’, xvi, 128 
map sheets, 264pp index, spine & covers faded & marked,          £15 
 
428. BECKENHAM, BROMLEY, CROYDON.  Large Scale Map of the Districts Round ....  [?1930s] (shows 
Crystal Palace), 38" x 21", extent: Bromley-St. Mary Cray-Keston-Selhurst Park, scale 4" to mile, folding into 
wrappers, T.W. Thornton, map by G.W. Bacon,           £20 
 



429. CRUCHLEY’S Railway and Station Map of the County of Essex.  [?1870s], fully hand coloured map 
folding into wrappers (worn, little chipped), scale 2¾" to mile, few tears from edges along folds, Gall & Inglis, 
~ Gall & Inglis bought Cruchley’s stock in the 1870s. Map still shows Turnpike Roads, Gentlemen’s Seats, etc.     £30 
 
430. D.P. Map Hounslow Twickenham & District.  [?1947], colour map folding into wrappers, 3" to mile,    £12 
 
431. DYOS, H.J. (ed). Collins’ Illustrated Atlas of London.  1973 facsimile reprint of 1854 1st ed, 26pp intro, dw 
scraped & torn so poor, Leicester UP, Hyde pp 43-44, ‘… a most illuminating introduction by H.J. Dyos’,     £16 
 
432. EASTCOTE, Pinner, Ruislip.  Part of O.S. 1865 6 inch sheet for these areas, Northern Heights Footpath 
Association label on cover, footpaths and other markings in coloured ink, no sc,       £20   
 
433. The EXHIBITION Map of London; and Visitors Guide (cover title). Reynolds’s New Map of London With 
the Latest Improvements.  1851, scale 4" to mile, 15¾" x 29½", extent: Barnsbury-Poplar-Peckham-Paddington, 
folding into cloth covers, paper label with title and view of the Great Exhibition, guide loose with double page 
map showing ‘The Chief Objects of Interest in London’, Howgego 406 (3),     £180 
~ Shows Great Exhibition in Hyde Park. Some areas of the map are rather blurrily printed.  
 
434. FOX’S Street Reference Plan and Map of Wembley and District.  [?1940s], map folding into wrappers, tear 
at spine, scale: approx 4" to mile,            £14   
 
435. FOXELL, Simon.  Mapping London Making Sense of the City.  2007, 279pp, numerous maps, mostly 
colour, with facing commentary, oblong 4to, fine,          £20 
~ London maps of all kinds, including themed, fictional, underground, etc.  
 
436. GALL AND INGLIS’ Reduced Ordnance Map of London.  [c. 1898], large colour map folding into cloth 
pictorial covers, 27" x 38¼", scale 5" to mile, uncoloured continuation on reverse to Highgate and Clapham with 
separate maps of Greenwich and East London, c. 30pp gazetteer, 2 short tears along folds, Hyde 295 (2),    £60  
 
437. GEOGRAPHIA.  The Authentic Map Directory of London and Suburbs.  [1925], pp [v], 224, [2] (ie 144pp 
colour maps + indexes), folio, neatly rebacked, corners repaired, few minor scrapes,    £120 
~ This is the first edition of Geographia’s rival to Bacon & has pages of adverts facing every map.  
 
438. GROSS, Alexander. The Pictorial Plan of London.  [c. 1923], folding coloured bird’s eye view plan, extent: 
Primrose Hill-London Docks-Wandsworth Rd-Shepherd’s Bush, no scale marked, Geographia, wrappers 
creased, upper cover marked, spine torn,              £22 
~ Looks Victorian but shows County Hall & Shepherd’s Bush exhibition. One of Gross’s earliest publications.  
 
439. GROSS, Alexander. The Authentic Map of London.  [c. late 1930s], wrappers, extent: Archway-Victoria 
Docks-Balham-Acton, scale 2½" to mile, bus/tram routes & stations in red,        £15    
 
440. GROSS, Alexander.  Geographers’ A to Z Atlas to London.  [c.1947], 257pp, numerous b/w maps, index to 
27,000 streets, Nijmegen, grey printed card covers, VG,         £15 
~ Post-war editions were printed in Holland until 1962. Shows pre-nationalisation railways.   
 
441. HYDE PARK and Kensington Gardens. Ordnance Survey folding full colour map, 1906, scale 12" to mile, 
23½" x 11½", printed card covers, fine,            £75  
 
442. KELLY’S Map of the Suburbs of London.  [1884], part hand coloured map, dissected on linen, folding into 
cloth case, 26" x 35", scale 1" to mile, extent: Northaw-Grays Thurrock-Banstead-Staines, limits of postal 
districts hand coloured, spine ends little worn with very short splits, Hyde 178 (2),      £45 
 
443. KELLY’S Map of Pinner and District.  [c.1920s?], folding map on cloth, later boards,     £12 
 
444. LAND UTILISATION Map of England and Wales Based on the ‘One-Inch’ Ordnance Map. Sheet 115 S.E. 
London and Sevenoaks.  [?1935], colour map on cloth folding into card covers, extent: Woolwich-Birling-Oxted 
-Sutton,  ~ The map printed in different colours to show land use. Survey started by the geographer Dudley Stamp.   £20 
 



445. PHILIPS’ Handy-Volume Atlas of London.  1891, title, index, 64 double-page colour printed maps (ie key 
map + 55 area maps + 8 other maps), scale 3" to mile, extent: Tottenham-Beckton-Beckenham-Shepherd’s Bush, 
2 maps loose, lacking index pp33-58,                 £25 
 
446. PHILIPS’ A.B.C. Pocket Atlas-Guide to London.  [c. 1914?], 7th  rev’d ed, xii, 80pp, 25 colour maps, small 
8vo, limp cloth dec. covers, spine ends worn, sewing weak,             £25 
~ Owner’s stamp on blank verso of half title dated 1915. Extent: Highgate-Beckton-Streatham-Barnes.   
 
447. PHILIPS’ A.B.C. Pocket Atlas-Guide to London.  [1924], 13th rev’d ed, xii, 80pp, 25 coloured maps, small 
8vo, limp cloth dec. covers, spine faded, small chip at foot, plan of British Empire Exhibition at front,    £25 
 
448. PHILIPS’ A.B.C. Pocket Atlas-Guide to London.  [c.1928], 14th rev’d ed, xii, 84pp, 25 coloured maps, 
small 8vo, limp cloth dec. covers, front cover slightly creased,        £22 
 
449. RODING VALLEY Central (label on upper cover).  OS 6" to mile map, extent: Coopersale-Walton’s 
Green-Romford (part)-Loughton Hall, boundary in red, nd but mid 19thC? (area is mostly fields), no sc,   £30   
 
450. W.H. SMITH’S Plan of West London.  [?1890s], colour map folding into cloth covers, 24" x 36", scale 3¼" 
to mile, extent: Kingsbury-Victoria Stn-Wimbledon-Brentford, tears along folds, some mended with gummed 
paper,               £25 
 
451. STANFORD’S Library Map of London and Its Suburbs.  1877, 24 sheets mounted as 4 sheets on linen 
totalling 5' 2" x 6', extent: Crouch End-Greenwich-Anerley-Hammersmith, scale: 6" to mile, part hand coloured, 
key map cut in 4 and mounted on outsides of 4 sheets, Index and Explanation (ie Key, etc) verso, postal districts, 
town delivery limits and omnibus routes coloured, many other limits and districts shown uncoloured, wide 
border pasted on, showing Stanford’s pre 1873 address at foot, in worn morocco slip case lacking lid, fine copy 
(except slip case), Hyde 91 (12) with discussion pp12-13,                              £1200 
~ A very large, beautifully engraved and highly informative map, naming every street and public building, and, for example, 
every dock, wharf, and other enterprise along the banks of the Thames. ‘Both maps [ie this and the Weekly Dispatch map] 
are indispensable for any study of London during this period.’ Hyde, p13.       
 
452. STANFORD, Edward (pub).  [UNDERGROUND MAP]. ROCQUE, John.  An Exact Survey of the City’s 
of London Westminster ye Borough of Southwark and the Country near 10 miles round London.  1928 photo- 
litho facsimile of Rocque’s 1745 map, 39" x 48", with the 1928 tube map superimposed in red, on cloth folding 
into unlettered cloth covers, imprint br, printer’s code and date in red bl, ‘Quot nova sint hodie sub terra strata 
viarum Haec te Londinii prisca tabella docet’ in red bc, ?lacks sc or outer cover,    £225 
~ The caption reads, roughly, ‘How many new underground tracks there are today this old map shows you, Londoner.’ Why 
Stanfords produced such a bizarre curiosity I cannot say.     
 
453. [TOTTENHAM].  Street Plan of Tottenham.  Uncoloured map folding into card covers, [c. 1930?], tear 
along fold, Messrs. Hillyer & Hillyer,           £15 
 
454. [WATFORD].  Fieldpath Map of the Watford District.  1902, colour map folding into cloth covers, 4-8 
miles round Watford, scale 2" to mile,           £22 
~ another edition, 1928, on linen, worn with small losses at intersections,       £15 
~ another edition, 1937, on linen, extended,            £15 
~ another edition, 1938, small tears along folds in margins,                       £15
            
455. THE VILLAGE London Atlas The Growth of Victorian London 1822-1903.  1987, 204pp, 4to, Guild Press, 
dw G+ (spine faded), reproduces many illus from 19thC maps to show the development of London,     £12 
 
456. WYLD’S Railway Map of the Environs of London.  [c1870], hand coloured map on linen folding into cloth 
covers, 17½" x 25", scale 1" to mile, Hyde 140 (1),          £100 
 
457. WYLD’S Map of the Superficial Geology of London and Its Environs.  [c.1878], same map as the previous 
but overprinted with geological information with full elaborate hand colouring, on linen, folding into cloth case, 
‘Geological Map of London 1880’ written in ink on publisher’s label, Hyde 140 (3),    £150 
~ See Hyde p34 for his discussion of geological maps. They tended to be expensive because of the great amount of work 
involved in the careful colouring. 
 
 



 
 

CONDITIONS  OF  SALE 
 

1.   All books in this catalogue are:  
 
first editions, octavo, bound in cloth, published in London and in at least Good condition 
unless otherwise stated.  By Good condition is meant the usual condition of second-hand 
books - sound, undamaged, obviously not new but in generally acceptable condition. An 
attempt has been made to describe all faults, but if any book is found to be unacceptable, 
defective or not in accordance with the description it may be returned within 7 days of 
receipt. I would be grateful if you could call before returning a book.  Minor faults and 
inscriptions are ignored. 

2. Prices are nett and should be paid by cheque in £ sterling please, on receipt of the goods 
and the invoice.  Unfortunately I cannot accept credit cards or overseas currency.  Please 
make cheques payable to:  P. H. WHETMAN. I reserve the right to ask for payment in 
advance.   

3. If you send an order by post please put your telephone number or email address on the 
letter. Life gets very busy when this catalogue comes out & it is quicker for me to reply by 
these means.  

4. Postage is extra on all items. Packing is free.  Parcels will be sent usually by Royal Mail. I 
reserve the right to charge extra for Royal Mail insurance for parcels over £100 value.  

5. I would be glad to receive customers to view this stock at the above address by 
appointment (see note re parking below).  To save postage, my time and the environment 
from bubblewrap customers may collect purchases, by arrangement, from any London 
book fair which I attend (currently the Etc bookfair in the Royal National Hotel Bedford 
Way WC1 second Sunday of the month).    

6. I am always interested in purchasing good quality single items or collections on London. 
7. If you have moved please let me know. I need your old and new address. If there is any 

error in your address, or if you know someone who would like a catalogue, please let me 
know.  

8. If you do not want to receive this catalogue please let me know.  
9. Trade terms are available 4 weeks from the date of posting this catalogue.   
 

 
PLEASE  PASS  THIS  CATALOGUE  TO  A  FRIEND  OR  COLLEAGUE. 

 
 

pwhetman1@waitrose.com
 

N.B. We now have residents’ parking restrictions in this road 10 am – 2 pm 
Monday – Friday ONLY. If you wish to come by car please come outside these 

hours. Afternoon or weekend is fine. 
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